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~Haaland siresseS
unity durii,g
Conv ocati on
J

d~nts have _a responsibilty to
.Hy Kich Kelley
UNH President Gordon Haa- "strive for knowledge, become
land fotused on his plans to enlightened and give something
initiate involvement of faculty, back to the world."
staff and students in formirig - "We must break prejudices
a "community of people trying and strive to broaden ourselves,"
to probe, understandandchang e said Hammond. "Our quest is
the world" speaking yesterday to become truly enlightened. It
at the second annual University begins here, in our classrooms,
dorms and apartments."
.
Convocation
Chairperson for Academic
Haaland said to accomplish ·
this goal he would like to see Senate arid Faculty Caucus Jbgreater recognition and mone- seph Murdoch also addressed
" tary rewards for outstanding the convocation drawing com. faculty; additional means for parisons between the UNH
faculty to become· more involved today and when he first arrived
in University decisions; in- in 1952 ·
1Murdoch reminisced a boat
creased efforts to report outstanding job performance; and the year 1952, paying a rent of
encourage the exchange of ideas $55 a month, a tuition of $75
President Gordon Haala~d pauses during yesterday's Conv~ation. (photo by ·Eric Stites)
from the student community a year, and his own salary of
with a forum of student leaders. $3,300 a year as an electrical
"The commurtity of scholars • engineering _professor.
Murdoch also pointed to the
is me~nt ·to show new students
th_a t UNH -is a vibrant commun- four major "thrusts" of · the
Academic Senate.
ity," said .f-Jaaland. , ,
Addressfo.g the administra- · The-four components include
tion, Haaland spoke about their the senate working with:'th¢'
By Susan ,Flynn
meeting, not a hearmg, ~tween el~mi~a.tion of he~rings open · unique role within the Univer- administration on the huclget,
Major · changes ~ith the the person reporting a violation -to the _public' to create a ·" less sity env_ironment. , . _
, a continued· concern regarding
former -UNH Judicial Sy.sreqi .ttn~ the reported,· s~~~:l..,.Garth 7,, 1 adver~ial',' atmosphere for the
' "It is to create .an enviorn- the general education requirestudents, said.Garthwaite.
has created the UNH Conduct . waite. ·
ment ·w here individual differ- ments, examining structural "With ·open hearings, stu- ences can flourish but where _ changes with the U ni-yer's ity
At that meeting if all parSystem_, placing major,emphasis
· on studeot behavior rather than ties agree on ·what has hap,, , dents' lives }?ecome open books they can also 'work together," · calendar and reactivating the
· ~si:m. ply mimicing the United pened;on the student's respon- · and that is no.t something we said Haaland.
Student Life committee.
sibilities for the violations and want," said Garth'waite.
States Judicial ·-System.
"Views of students' need to
Haaland's ·,speech also conSanborn said it is important centrated on the changes which be. he~rd," said Murdoch.
In response to'many concerns, if the appropriate sanctions
including the Stoke Hall sexual have been determined, the case to protect the confidentiality -UNHis·exper.iencing due to the
Interim Vice President for
assault case of February 1987, will then be considered resolved - of the students, and he believes growth of rhe student body.
Academic Affairs Charles W.
a task force consisting of stu- _and a hearing will not be nee- that this ' does not conflict with
"UNH is no longer a small Owens stressed the familiar
the system of due process.
dents, faculty and staff was cessary, said Garthwaite. , .
but a sizeable· and theme of UNH becoming -"the
community,
.
_
"We have managed to put in complex community. The com- best small public university in
"We have already had six
appointed by President Haaland
cases resolv,e d through this place procedures that will pro- p_lexity of the University -is part the nation."
to review the entire judicial
process, said Dean of Student process, that normally would tect both parties," said Sanborn. of its genius, these complexities
"We know intuitively how it
have taken-weeks and weeks, _ According to Garthwaite must be understood, tolerated feels and the pride that goes
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn.
The results is a newly con- · with a hearing," said Garthwa- there will no longer l:>e min- and managed," said :tfa.aland.
with fr. We should strive for that
imum sanctions where "you
structed Conduct System which ite.
Student Body President goal," said Owens.
The meeting also allows for know exactly if you do this, you Wendy Hammond spoke about
will place a major focus on
Owens included in his speech
sides of the story to be told will get this for a pu-nishmem." the need for the student body that the University has become
both
regreater
a
faking
students'_
Each case will be looked at to challenge themselves by more selective of their students
sponsibility for their own be- and then presented to the Conbefore any punish- accepting a diverse University and that the outstanding faculty
individually
hearing.
a
before
Board
duct
Cindy
said
actions,
and
havior
"This material will give Board ments are made., said Garthwa- community.
Garthwaite, assistant dean for
"is making the students expe.
· members ·a foundation to begin ite.
student affairs.
Hammond stressed that stu- rience the best"it can be."
A key change to the system discussion," said Garthwaite.
BOARD, page ,5
Ano~_her change will be the
is the formation of a preliminary

Board targets respon sibility
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event being any event with nonByTheaFavalor~
greek members in attendance
fraterStudents turnrng to
or· more than two greek orgariwill
ent_ertainment
n_aties for
iza tions) must be . registered
this
rules
f rnd more strrngent
semester including proof of age with the IFC/Panhellenic Office
requireme-nts and limits on . two days in advance. ·
• "The sponsoring organiza.
party _hours.
_. Th<: University_administra- tion(s) must abide by all state
as well as U niverstiy regulat10n, Ill coop~ra_tion with ~he
greek system 1s 1mplement1ng tions" in regard to to the sale
and serving of alcoholic beverne~ socia_1 policies w~ich will ag~s.
go mto effe~t October first. ,
• Any events with alcohol
. At a_meetmg held We?nesday
01ght _m the M_UB, l,! mversity may onlr be attended by UNH
guests, and "othcoordrnater Mike Sc10la pres- students, their
ente? the new poli~ies to the er verified members of the
community."
presidents of UNH s fraterni• Alcohol can not be sold by
ties_ a:°d sororities. Most of the
organizations unless they
greek
restbut
new,
policies are ·not
have a liquor license (which
atements of existing rules ..
The group of policies as a none currently have.) _This
means tickets can not be sold
whole rec~eved mixed ~~acti_ons.
before or after an event, nor any
A synopsis of the policies 1s as
follows:
All social events (a sp<;ial _
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Studen t progra ms enhan ce· from ·start to finish
Senate's FreshStart tries. to create student borrds
By, Kristen W aelde
, . In an attempt to help incom-·

ing freshmen through the
change from home to college,
the Student Senate recently·
created a program called FreshStart. The goal of this program
is to acquai1.1t freshmen with
upperclassmen with whom they
can discuss "college stuff' - you
know, "academics, extracurricular activities, hotspots, etc."
This past summer, every
Fall/ 1988 fresh.man received
a cheerfulletter prov;iding him
with the home address of

his/her upperclassman and was
advised to contact this person.
Similarly, each volunteer upperclassman received a letter
assigning him between one ang .
three freshmen and was also ·
advised to g~t in touch. After
talking to freshmen, uppercla~sme n, and involved . Se_nate
member Kim Varney, it, seems
that something more•. tlian ad- .
vice w'ill be Qeeded· JO,· get .
'
Freshstart off the ground.
The relationships , formed
have been notab'ly few-so far;
and this lack of communication

classes," and the like. Freshman
and participation is doing little
Tony says, "Well, I was assigned
to promote the;program. When
a girl--so, I thought I'd check
asked about the success·of th~ir
it out artd see if she's hot."
assigned Fres?Start buddi~s,
Some freshmen expressed
both freshmen a·nd upperclass:that they feel that FreshStart
men respond,w1th a shrug of
is unnecessary, for they already
the shoulders a:nd "No one ever·
frave friends on campus who
got in touch with ine-·.aso; I just
,
help them enough.
. ,
;,
blew it off." ··.
Although FreshStart seems
On the ·other hand, there ate
- to be moving slowly at this
freshmen who have tried to
~point; there is hope that things
reach their assigned parmer and ,
for interesting reasons. While . · mighf pick up.in next week's
FreshFest--a social event that
freshmen Jonathan perna-i;di
will bri~g everyone involved
"would like to talk t,o;_ hjs pe¢r
witp Ff.eshstart together.
about ~tudy_ing habit~, t_ips on -•

Senior Challe'nge -piovide s clas_r
By Wendy Jean

Senior Challenge is not a new
What ' is another name -for
one, it has been alive and well
unity?'Senior Challenge 1989.
at many ivy league schools, as
· .Senior Challenge is a student
well aS University of Rhod~
spc;msored program in its se~ond
Island, and University of Maine . .
yeat at UNH. Its purpose 1s to
The point of Senior Challenge
foster senior class unity and, to .
is to challenge every senior for
a lesser extent, raise funds to
maximum participation in their
· benefit UNH alumni, according •
class, said Neret. She said she
· to D~vid_Gray, student ambashopes, the program will spa,rk
sador and one of~three student
the interest of seniors to mix
co,;:ordinators.'
andmingle at sponsored events.
programs oth~r co.::~ .1 . The
N eret and Senior Challenge
ordinators are student ambascommittee membe-rs seek to
sador~ Tracey · Neret, Peter
break the barriers of isolation
Waisgerber, and advisor Polly
and "lost in the crowd''. feelings.
· · . -S he said the ~p_rogram seeks to
.
Daniels. ; . ,
.. S~nio~,~h~-llei;it\~}~tu.dent .. · ~"-<disp'e'r-se-the ··(eelings and op~n
bramstorm run solely by stu, . new·\loors for)asting friend. dents for students, aciording'"
'
'
,I
·.,• . snip_s.
/
to'Daniels. ?he said the Jdea for

0-

•

unfty

1

up a sticker at ,the Al um,9i Another goal of the progra~ '
Center or at scheduled events,
isto bring the entire Senior class
·
said Daniels. r .. .
together frequently throughout .
The events for Senior Chalthe year to avoid graduation as
le,;ige 1989 are ·still in the w9rks , .
.the f~rst collective class gath- _
said Da_niels, however, she said · ·
· . ·
·
.
eiing.
· there .is ,a possible. senior .cruise · ·
The first event' of the 1989
Challe~ge was on August 30 at · . in., the spring <,1.s well as o-th.er
events to stir up senior spirit.
'Glory Daze. Ner·et said the
The prop9sed ev,e nts for the
turnout was impressive. She said
.s~hool yeJr will be; similar to f '2\
by early evening there was a fifry
.· " '.
.__
"
last year: .
minute wait outs,ide the door.
Last semester fre-e tickets for
Highlights· of the evening
the UNH dance theater and the
were raffle~ and giveaways as
~play Mot.her Courage were ofwell as etp.ceeing py Mik~ Valfered .to senio'rs on a first come,
orose and Kurt Jones, said
'first. $erv,e basis, said Daniels: d
.
·
. Neret.
, Qth~r highlights were,gouT~et
In oider to a,ttend .e vents ·
planned thoughoµt _the year, . · dirn;ier ,t ickets; ,and .,rMexicari
!l• -- ·
at Glo'r'y Daze.
seniors need a senior-sticker on · ' dinner
>-.'
, : 'their i\l Any seni•or ah pkk
1':
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-
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l\IBWS IN,BRIEF
I

'Tempt~tion ' ,a nd 1782

Party shake up iii China _ T-shirt unlawful

S~nior leader Deng Xiaoping has relieved ~he>'
A"ch~fch gr9~p'' 1n Spri~gfield, Mass. _has' ask~d_ _
Communist Party _c hief, Zhao Ziy-ang, of direct ·
a Hanipden SuperiorG:mtt judge to stop the showing
of the movie 'The Last Temptation of Christ' because · responsibility for China's economic-program because
of criticism from· party elders over problems in
it violates a Massachusetts law enacted in 1782
the ·e conomy, Chinese sources and news repoqs
against blasphemy.
.
·
· . The suit wa_s filed by: the Grea'.ter,Sp~ingfield , sai&'Wednesday. :
A spokesman for the Chinese Communist Par'ty.'s
chapter of the American Family Association.
Members of the organization were among 400, to ·, li_a iso~ department, which deals with foreigners,'
, 300 peopl~_,who picketed the opening of the film · · called.the reports nonsense.
Zhao, the ·most outspoken proponent of China's
·
at a West Springfield theater last Friday. ·
economic changes, has been the
capitalist-style
and
truth
decency,
of
name
the
'We demand, in
humanity,, that this travesty against our lord be . target of ferocious criticism from party elders who
say the policies have triggered inflation and raqipant ,
stopped ...Now. And, may our God have mercy on
·
corruption, the sources said.
all those who, in ignorance, have participated in
Reports in Hong Kong's Chinese press said the
this blisphemy against him,' the association said
intensity of the attacks persuaded Deng to,a}low
in its complaint.
his· protege and chosen successor to be removed
The law, which has been on the books since 1782,
prohibits blaspheming 'the holy name of God by . from direct responsibilhy for economic: decision
.
making.
denying, cursing or contumeliously reproaching
. God ... Jesus Christ or the Holy Ghost ... or exposing
, to contempt or ridicule the holY, word of God.' ·
.

Two '.Ha'mpto~ Beach; N:,H . ·merchants pleaded
not guilty Wednesday to charges of ctiminal
obscenity. The charges stem from the dis-play ahd
. sale of allegedly obscene T-shirts. Some of the
controversial T-shirts exhibited a cartoon character
called Captian Condom who urged sexually active
pe~ple ~o wear ~on4o~s; p,t ~er mer~han~i~~ shd-~1ed
caricatures of the pres1dentfal candidates m various
_
sexual poses.
. Earlier this summer, Hamptop, town officials.
'asked the two storeowners _n ot to display the
offensive T-shirts outside their stores . .The owners ·
said that they had complied with the offic{al'.s,request,
· but during a· police ,raid in late August~· Hampton
· police seized some 14 shirts from inside the st9res ·
and charged .the mer.chants ,with .pos~ession of
obs-c ene matter with intent to sell, which is a
misdemeanor in N.H. puqishable by a fine of up
to $1,000 -and up to one year in prison.

$_2 billion for-drugs - · . , '

Reactor syste~ passes
A safety systemdevelope'd·after the world's worst'
nuclear ac~ident in Chernobyl.helped to prevent
a disaster when a fire broke out Monday in a similar
reactor in Soviet Lithuania, Tass-stated. The system;
which was put to the test for the first time at the
Ignalin3: plant, shut down one of its two 1,500
megawatt reaetors in 2.1 seconds when the fire
started. An average of 12 seconds is needed at other
stat_ipns, the offidal Soviet news agency said.

.

'

House Democrats and Republicans eager to show
they are tough on drugs opened debate Wednesday
on a massive drug bill, but partisan skirmishes were
expected over gun control and death penalty
.
· · Illegal dumpers of syringes, blood vials a~d othet provisions.
infectious medical wastes face stiffer penalties under . The 400-page bill would provide about 42 billion
legislation signed into law by Governo-r Mario , in 1989 to combat what some call the nation's No.
Cuomo. The bill is part of a state effort"_to ··s.tem 1\domestic problem: drug abuse.
The an~,i -drug· measure attacks the problem on
the flow of medical trash that washed ashore on
·several New York and E·astern State beaches in' both the supply and demand side, providing
, recent months.· l1n~er the bill,. penalties .of up· to ·addjtional mone,· to expand interdiction efforts
-$50,000 c~uld he brought against people cbnvicted and increasing spending for drug abuse education
and prevention prog:rarris.
of, illegally disposfog•of such wastes.

· -Fines for' N. Y. dumping

I

J
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Owens·named interim Vice President
By Jay Kumar
The search for a replacement
for departed Vice President for
Academic Affairs Richard
Hersh will begin this fall, said
interim Vice President Charles
Owens.
Owens, who assumed Hersh's
duties on July 1, said President
Gordon Haaland will appoint .
a search committee of faculty,
staff, and students. The committee will make recommendations to ,Haaland, who will make
recommendations to the Board
of Trustees.
Owens said tlie committee
should have a decision by the
end of the semester. The position will be advertised nationally, he said, and he will apply for
.
it.
Hersh resigned' inJune, citing
"substantial disagreement" with
Haaland over strategic mafters.
Owens served as interim Vice
President for Finance and Administration last year.
Currently, the interim vice
president said he is working on
a number of projects, including
improving the general education system and class access,
revising the budget process,
improving physical facilities,

Trial date
fo r UNH
sexual
assault
·case set
By Jay Kumar

CHARLES OWENS
and he is looking toward a
general review o( procedures
and policies.
Owens said he is enjoying his
' stint as Vice President. "It's
challenging, exc~ting," he said.
On the issu~ of class access,

Owens said instead of reducing
enrollment, the university is
considering adding more sections of classes and spreading
out scheduling to avoid confficts.
Owens said the university is
expecting to .reduce the housing

crunch by building a 600-bea
apartment or suite facility.
While still unsure of the site,
he said a complete proposal will
be submitted to the Board of
Trustees within a few weeks.

Two men, one a UNH student, have been charged with
sexually assaulting a UNH
woman at her Garrison Avenue
home last April, said Strafford
County Attorney Lincoln Soldati.
Joseph M. Salsbury, a fifthyear student, and Lee P. Parmenter of Boston, Mass., were
charged in August with the_
misdemeanor, and both face
trial in November or December,
Soldati said.
Salsbury was also indicted for
burglary by the July grand jury
for entering the woman's house
with the pur_pp&e of committing
an assault, Soldati said,.
Soldati said the sexual assault
charge was for touching the
woman in a genital area while . ·
she was .Passed out and unable
:_to resist.

COAST changes ·bus routes
Commission to ,evaluate the bus mouth, Newmarket, Dover and
By Jennifer Bourque
Bill Sammis, UNH faculty routes and the inner/outer Exeter were eliminated. These
member,livesinRochesterNH. shuttle routes last year, Jim scheduled routes are now the
same Monday through Friday,
For the past two years he has Covert, of COAST.
,
.
taken the bus to work, but this· , The St_rafford Regional Plan_- he said.
year there is no'convenien~ bus / ning co·mmission's findings ~"·"' .Add1tioris were :made be- ' .
indicated the R0chester Route tWeen .' Rochester and Portsroute from Rochester.
Bill has a car to take to work · and Route 7A, an extension of mouth with stops in Dover and
every morning, but 14-20 other: the Dover/Berwi<;k Route ~o be the Newington Malls. 5 new
trips will also be added to the
Rochester and Farmington res- the mo~t _expendable, ~e said.
Sammis caught a duect bus Dover/Berwick route.
idents are not so fortunate. Th@
Bus service now ends at 11:00
elimination of the Kari-van to UNH last semester at 7:00
route to Rochester has left these a.ID:. This: semester Rochester _ p.m. _on weekdays · and 10:00
fa.culty and staff members angry res1dents must catch a bus at p.m.- on weekends for all the
6:20 a.m., get off the bus at routes he said.
- a-nd confused; said Sammis.
Dirk Tfmmons, Kari-van
The Rochester route was one Week's Circle in Dover and wait
of the least used routes which ten i:ninutes for the Dov.er b~s supervisor, realizes that the
averaged 14 to 20 passengers to pick them up. Sammis said elimination of Route 1 has
per day, according to a COAST it takes about four times longer caused problems but feels that
to. take t~e bus than the 20 by limiting cuts in the Portsstudy completed in March.
mouth, Dover, Newmarket and
Last spring, Kari-van knew mmute dnve to campus.
Both eliminations and addi- Exeter routes has been benethat cuts would .need to be made
but ...did not want .to cut the tions were made to the Ports- ficial for UNH students.
Alternative transportation, Chris Shafer received an award for her outstanding contributions
Portsmouth, Dover, New- mouth, Newmarket, Dover and
market and Exeter routes, the Exeter routes, according to besides the Rochester/Dover to the New Hampshire Outing Club. (Peter Tamposi photo)
transfer, has been offered to the
most widely used routes by Covert.
The Tues4ay /Thursday Rochester staff and faculty.
UNHstudents.
In order to study effectiye r o u t e s a n d t h e M o n ROUTES, page 10
ridership, COAST hired the day/Wednesday/Friday routes
Strafford Regional Plannina used last semester to Ports•:-::-::•::« .~-·-

..

.

.~ -~:·:· .

Quenching scenery; (Peter Tamposi)

Journalism earns
UNH major rank

He said high school seniors
By.Ishi Niyama Burdett
From rickety typewriters to hoping to study journalism may
Apple computers, The UNH now recognize UNH as a choice
journalism department has tak:• for their future education.
In addition, UNH wanted to
en a major step to join the ~anks
of engineering, business, agri- clear up the common confusion
culture, a.rt, psychology, and concerning the communications ·
major. "The communications
communications.
For the first time in the program is almost entirely
department's 25 year history, theoretical," said Merton. He
journalism has been recognized doesn't believe that majoring
in this field is a substantial as an ind,e pendent major.
The curriculum includes all choice for a .student wanting to
the literature course require- pursue journalism, as is often
ments of the standard English believed.
He said the program is more
· major, newswriting and at least
two other on-campus journal- simple than · those of other
ism courses. Additionally a schools, as much of .it is still in
semester-long internship with _ the planning. stage. "I expect
-a professional newspaper is · it to grow gradually from year
to year." ·
required. .
Since English Professor DoThe decision to turn the
journalism program into a ma- nald .Murray started a joumaljor was based Of! two major ism program at UNH in 1963,
factors, according to Andrew gmduates have gone on to work
JOURNALISM, PJlge U
. Merton, Director of the pro- ·
. gr~m and professor of English.
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David Jagger

''I think there should be a main
speaker that they are required
to go to. Then that one speaker
could promote a further inter1est."

Dawn Hardy

Sophmore

Carla Renzullo

Freshman

Political Science

Freshman

"I think it would help others to
. see people in the same situation,
so they would feel co_mfortable
taking a stro_nger ·stand and
"' sharing their experiences. "

Psychology

Frate rnity Rush Sche dule
is as follows: ·
Mond ay Sept. 12Alpha Gamm a Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Theta
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi

Tuesday Sept. 13
Delta Chi
Lambd a Chi Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
·
Sigma Beta ·
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Wednesday Sept.-14
Acacia
Alpha Tao Omega ·
·
Kappa Sigma

Si' · a Nu

"I think there are better ways ·
to make orienta tion more interesting and meaningful."

"No, I don't think it would
___m-a ke any differen__ce. One seminar would not c.hange my
values towards relationships."
Scott Vandersea
Sophmore
Geology

Wildlife Managment
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SHARPP .r ape -education

traiiiing for Rape Crisis Center _.
n::a_ay oeen a large response available as rape crisis 'advocates
· ·
By Elizabeth Martmeau
.so that mo~e sexually harassed
SHARPP (Sexual Harass- form stu~ents and faculty..
ment And Rape Prevention _ She said the pr?gram is f~)f students will feel safe to come
. ,.
P~ogram) is sponsoring an peop_le w~o are 1,nterestd rn forward. .
She said that some st1;1dents
advocated training session for ~orkmg with people ~nd helpmg others. T~e sess10ns will fee! more_a.t ease t?lkrng to
rape c~isis intervention.
The thirty hour training ~over such topics as un~ersta~d- tramed students while oth~rs
session for rape crisis will be _1~g _the traui:na, w~rkmg ":'it?, feel ·more comfortable with
faculty. Goodmon also_stressed
held from Saturday, September victims, profile of the rapist,
that women are ~ot the only
.
24 through ·October 27, and is an~ rape and the .system.
The goal of the program is_ on~s who exrenence sexual
opened to all interested students
to ~reate an atmosphere con- -har~ssmen_t. , Men get raped
and faculty.
dus1ve for people to come for- too, she said.
In order to face this issue
Eve Goodman, the director ward," Goodmon said. The idea
of SHARPP said the idea of this of allowing undergradtiate stu- some male advocates will be
program is to train memoers dents to participate in this trained specifically for the purof the UNH community to help training is a new one. _Good- pose of dealing with male sexual
mon's goal is to have both assault. "This service is a she/he
. victims of sexual assault.
Goodmon said there has al- . students and faculty members service," she said.

Rape SU.pJ)ort groups ease ""
pain ·for assault victims

tant," said Goodmon.
By Elizabeth Martineau
She said that through talking
Rape is not a new issue here
at UNH. According to Eve to students she was surprised
Goodmon, the director ·of to learn that one of the big road
SHARPP (Se~ual Harassment blocks that victims have about
, And Prevention Program), it coming forward is that they are
has been oc<mring long before afraid -of what other students
the "Stoke incident" of spring · will react towards them.
One UNH student who was
·
1987 caught our attention.
· :- Rape is not a dead issue at a victim of sexual assault agreed
UNH. Since the beginning of with Eve Goodmon that fear of
this school year many incidents negative peer reaction was a
deterrent to coming forward.
have occured, said Goodmon.
"I was advised from the start
of
share
my
had
' "I have
reportings in that frame of to seek _h elp, but I. didn't," she
said. "I didn't want gossip, I
time," s-h e said.
. Rape on campus is a national did1)'t want people to point at
problem, not a problem unique me and say "that's the girl who
· was raped,"' she said.
to UNH, said Goodmon.
Bµt s,he did finally come
"Parents express · concern
over sending their chi-ldren forward, and has been seeking
here," Goodmon said, "but they help through SHARPP. She
are not going to find it any safer now advises anyone who has
at Dartmouth or anyw_here else. . been sexually assaulted to come
UNH is one of a few schools forward no · matter when it
happened. ,
rhat talks about it."
"It took me years later to
Unlike .most colleges who come forward, a.!ld now' I am so
only have prevention programs, _glad I did," she said.
. "We must create an environUNH, through SHARPP, has
set up progn:.rlis for, prevention· ment that doesn't further vicitmize the ·victim/' Goodmon
and intervention.
By br_inging up die issue of said.
Goodmon said she believes
sexual harassment on campus,
Goodmon is trying to r~ise ~he that thr_pugh programs like the
consciousness of the entire advocates training session for
University community. She rape intervention, and prowants to send a single message grams for rape prevention will
that sexual harassment is a heighten the awareness of the
problem that needs to be ad- community to the problem.
In the past students did not
.
dressed.·
"Peer sue_port is very impor- accept or try to understand rape,
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-CALENDAR ·
SEPTEMBER 9
FRIDAY,
,
.
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Greeq Mountain College, Field
_
House, 3: 30 p.m.

PANHELLENIC FORMAL RUSH- Strafford Room, MUB,
.
- ·
6~m
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES- Robert Eshbach, violin:
·
_
Johnson Theater,Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
S~TURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

FLEA .MARKET- ·Vintage clothing, kids clothes and toys,
furniture, applia~ces, hous_ewar~s, etc. Churd~ of St. Tholl}as
More grounds (m Catholic Student Center m case of ram)
"
·
. 9 a:m. to 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS_;_ vs. Vermont. Field House, 1 p.m.
MEN'S SO(:ER~ vs. Rhode Island, 2 P:m.
CELEBRITY SERIES- Bella Davidovitch, piano. Johnson
. .
·
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
\

-TICKET INFORMATION: 862-3227 or 862-2290.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

she said.
MUSO FILM- "Mildred Pierce." Strafford Room, MUB,
"Men must learn that 'no'
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.means 'no' and not a definite
maybe," said Goodmon.
INTERNAT.IONAL FOLK DANCING- Dances from around
the world,-taughtfor beginners. Partners are not needed to
Students need to be more
participate. Granite State Rooni, MUB, 7:30 to 10 p.m., free.
compassionate, more concerned,
and more involved in order to
,MONDAY, SEPTEMBER.12
begin to address the problem
of sexual assault, said Goodmon.
ROSH HASHANAH
"Men need to know that rape·
effects men indirectly as boy-- IFC OPEN RUSH- Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.
friends,.brothers, and fathers.
A lot of men don't realize this,"
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES- Bourbon Street Paraders.
Strafford Room, MUB, 8 ~.m., $3 students, $5 general. Tickets_
she said.
available at door or MUB Ticket Office.
For programs addressing rape
prevention SHARPP is utilizing
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
a specific program called "Men
Can Stop-Rape." It is a program
ROSH HASHANAH
by men for men.
MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION- Room 126, MUB,
Mike Sciola, the Greek coor9 a.m. to noon, and 1-4 p.m.
dinator, and six other men will
be undergoing training, and will
LAST FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS TO WITHDRAW
soon be available to fraternities
... ~
REFUND
QUALIFY•· ....FOR 3/4 TUITION
AND
.
:.
.
ti J
and other male groups to discuss
men's roles in rape and rape
IFC OPEN RUSH- Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.
preventi6n.
According to Goodmon there , ·_CALENDAR INFORMATfON MUST BE-8{JBMITTED TO --~i
will also be co-ed programs in ·..Tl;:IE OFF~CE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM ~2,2, MUB. '\ ~
all residential halls and "hope·- ·· \ · _ ,,. ~ -◄
..(Obsei,-ve d~int:s~~ prope_r forms) . · ..
fully we'll be able to go into class
.-~- --···· ..Z.:. ..... .-: , . .
.- ,··._-~ :_·~~~. .\ :~.- -..r:~.~-:
.
rooms," she said.
· ---------•-••
...-llllilJ!i!!lillllliiiii!l•M._.!iM---~--iii··--•-·•
· Through the SHARPP pro- . i.....
'JJ,e New Hampshire (l,JSPS ,379-280) is published 'and distiiibuted semi-weekly .
g ram, Goodmon hopes •to keep
throughout'the academic.year. Our offices are located·in.itoom ISi of the-Memol'ial ·
, Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Bus~nes~ Ofice hours: Mond~ythe issue of sexual harassment
l;lrid_ay 10am-3pm. Academic year-subscription: $24;00. Thira class 'p ostage
on the students and faculties
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertis_e rs should check their ads the first dafJ'.
minds. With little understandThe New Hampshire wiUin no case ·b_e responsible for typographical-or othet,i;
· ing and com passion she feels
trrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment ID which a typographi~al
UNH can be a safer and more
· error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASJ'ER: send address· changes
·
supportive place. ·
to The New Hampshire, 15lMUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000copiesprinted
"We all need to do a little · · .,'J>er issue by Journal Tribu11e. Biddeford. Maine.
conscious -raising," she said.
-...,.

a

BOARD
(continued from page 1)

:DON'T FO)JGET TO BEJD_:·.
THE EDITOBIALS!!f

"In no way do I want students
to think that this means we are
backing off," said Garthwaite.
"If anything we will_be expecting more. This whole thing is
about students being held accountable for their actions."
Garthwaite said her office will
pay closer attention to repeated
. \offenders, expect there to be ,
more talking with students and
continue to develop a closer
relationship with Residential
Life.
Rules have also been changed .
so that there can be no room for
misinterpretation, said Garthwaite.
"One r~le re-written states
'a sexual act without expressed
, permission' is a: University
offense and will be simple to
see if this has been violated,"
said Garthwaite. "The U niversity is saying that this type of
behavior is not right, period."
The-University's off-campus
jurisdiction policy will also be

based on each. individual case, · Through _programs in the
residence halls and fraternites,
said Garthwaite.
"It won't be the University ·they hope to make students
going to a pa.rty in Dover and more aware of their individual
breaking it up," said Garthwaite. rights that often go unnoticed,
"But if a student's actions will said Brodsky.
negatively affect the University
- "I definitely think that stucommunity than action will be dents do not know enough about
taken;"
UNH's judicial system,"1 said
According to Garthwaite, Brodsky.
,
·
Conduct Board members will
"Right now we cannot say
be asked to first look at the needs whether these changes wilt
of the community and then the work, we ~will just have to wait
need of the reported student and see what happens," said
·.
when looking at a case.
Randmere.
"Before we thought if a stuGarthwaite said that she is dent was found to have a drink- waiting for a lot of feedback this
ing problem, we thought about year about the Conduct System.
the ·student and what they
"Hopefully we will be able
needed," said Garthwaite. "Now _to get everything tigptenedlup," •
we must focus on the needs of said Garthwaite.
our community."
Student Interns for Students
Affairs Amy Brodsky and Erika . you are ready for
Randmere will concentrate on
educating· the student body .
about·the newly created Conduct ·
-Hampshire/!!
Sy.stem. .

The New
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By -Ellen .Harris

A~ADEMIC

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AWARDS
INFORMATION 'MEETING: F9r students who
plan to pursue a research project as part of their
academic work. Information on Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program .and _applying
for UROP Research Awa.rds. Tuesday, September
13, Room 206, Hamilto.n Smith, 7 p.m.
CAREER

MANDATORY SENIOR ORIENTATION SESSIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Monday,.Septrember 12: Room 17, Spaulding, 4:106 p.m. for Life Science & Agriculture Seniors. Forum
Room, Library, 7-9 p.m. for Liberal Arts Seniors.
Tuesday, Septe11}ber 13: Forum Room, Library,
noon to 2· p.m. for Engineering & Physical Sciences
Seniors.
GARBER PLANNING WORKSHOP: ,Sponsored
by Career Planning· & Placement. Not sure where,
your career is headed. Workshops are designed
to help. you assess your skills, interests and values.
Sign-up basis only, in Room 203,.Huddleston,
Tuesday, September 13, Room 203, Huddleston,
10 a.m. to noon.
GENERAL

ACA_DEMIC AIDE JOBS AVAILABLE: The
ACCESS Office has openirifs· for fall and spring
fl • 1 C 11862 2607 or
H
e. toa4:30 P.m.
are ,ext
semesters.
8 a.m.
200, MUB
stop by Room ours
OPENING NHOC TRIP: Enjoy a UNH bus trip
to NHbC's cabin in Franconia Notch, N.H. Spend
the weekend of September 16-18 hiking, or just
hanging our near the Old Man of the Mountains.
Sign up in Room 129, MUB. Cost of $5 to $10.
Anyone welcome.

,_

___;,

WUNH·robbed

____

ATTENTION UNH STUD,ENT ORGANIZATIONS: · All student groups must register with the
Student Activities Programming Office, Room
126, MUB before Sep~ember 30 to be·officially
recognized as a UNH organization. Monday-Friday
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY AUDITIONS: Jazz. ballet, modern dance. Monday,
September 12, Newman Dance Studio, New
Hampshire Hall, 4 p.rri. Open to all stadents.
MEETINGS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING: All are welcome, Monday,
September 12, Rockingham Room, MUB, noon.
HOMECOMING PLANNING MEETINGS: Open
to anyone interested in planning Homecoming
· Week for October 17-22. Tuesdays, Hanover Room,
MUB, 12:45 to 1:45 p.m.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE MEETING: Organizational meeting for students interested in performing, budgeting, marketing, contracting and working
. coffeehouses. Tuesday, September 13, The Niche,
Basement of Devine Hall, 3-4 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY: Sponsored-by Catholic Student
Center. "Exploring Jesus in the Gospels," video,
readings, discussion, Rev. Fredrick Pennett, leader.
Weekly meetings will_ help people understand the
nature of the gospels and what Jesus stressed.
Tuesdays, 6 Madbury Road, 7 to 8:15 p.m.

STRAF FORD PLACE
CONDOMINIUM S FOR · UNIVERSITY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STUDENTS
Newly renovated and ·completely furnished. Parents ·can be certain their son or daughter will li,we
housing each year at the Uriversity . lnvesfors will appreciate the rental income and tax benefits.
Prices begin at $1-9,.900 for a single studio unit and $36,500 for a double. Two-bedroom apartment
units for up ·to four students range from $96,500 tiJ $98,500.
Close to the campus; with a short walk to classrooms and the downtown area. Ready for occupa11cy
· ·
' ·
in time for the fall semester.
(603) 868-2065

Tascam 112's and the third was
a Nachamichi formerly belonging to the state.
"There -is a ~uspicion that the
· person responsible knew the
station because the fourth ~ape
,

for details.

/

!'

Pending registration by the N.H. Attorney General's Office,
all resetvafions are accepted on a ncm-binding agreement basis only.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

deck was broken and it was the
only on-e ·. uritouche_d ," said .·
Schambie,r. "An unknowing
thief might not have differentiated between the .wor_k ing and
non-working tape decks," said ·
Schambier.
Wl.JNH uses the tape decks·:,
every day for no·rmal business
and also to train new employees
at the station. The theft is
consequently causing a set-back
to the training of the new .
station members, said Schamb1er.
"You don't realize how much
you rely o~ them (the tape
decks) every ~ay until something like this happens," said
Schambier.
The station is attempting to <
replace the tape decks through
the same company they were
originally bought from one year
ago. U n~il they are replaced,
however, there will be added
pressures to. keep the business
·
running as usual.

summe r syn.ops1s·•·. o·f
.

·.

Hamm ond and Rose

.
RCIA, RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF
.
ADULTS: Weeklydiscossionoverdinnerof Catholic
'. faith Rev. Fredrick Pennett, co.ordinator. Mondays,
I
6MadbutyRoad,5:30to7 p.m.,openioall.
By Angelique Davi
·- ··-···-·- ·
,

------;----------:------------,------,----,---------

Call

. WUNH is facing difficulties
due to an early Tuesday morriing .
burglary where three of the four
tapedecks owned by the station
were stolen.
It was estimated that the
incident took place between the
hours of 2 a:m. and 8:30 a.m.
on Tuesday. The station was
reportedly locked all night, and
leading station manager JoAnne
Schambier que§tions whetherthe burglary was carried out by
someone with some affiliation
to the station.
"It's a possibility that it was
someone with a key who took
the tape decks. The job was done
neatly and the ·station was not
disturbed in any other way" said
Schambier.
Two of the stolen decks were

.

.

.
parties, said Hammonc;l.
·· Cindy ~arthwaite, ass~st~nt
. Working to bridge the gap to the dean of students, said the
between students and issues, - committee still has mqre work
Student Body President Wendy to :do but she is cont~nt with
Hammond and Vice President ·their progress.
"Many studet;1ts are.not going
Mike Rose did more than appy
sunblock and _p lay at barbecues , to·he .happy with some o( our
decisions but until we have '
this summer.
Hammond and Rose ~pent49 ,.¥,reate~ stU;dent _involi -~~en_t,
hours a week working for th~ ? gaps ,w11l s9l~-b~)eft ·O_R~p. ': s~1d
··
student body and Dean of Stu'- Garthwaite: · · ' ·
studen~
the
reviewing
From
,
.
Sanborn.
Gregg
J.
Affairs
dent
According to Hammond, conduct system Hammond .and
their most successful ac~omp- Rose also produced a lecter ·
lishmertt this summer was ap- summarizing rights students.
proving the "Senate Page." This have that often go ov~rlooked.
The Student Senate will conwill be a page in The New
Hampshire every Tuesday cov- tribute $8,000 of the $77,000
ering Sunday night Student needed to run Video Text next
semester, art information reSenate meeting activities.
Vot~r participation in the source system of twelve corri1988 election is another issue puters. This program will give
Hammond and Rose worked to students access to information,
im·p rove this summer. The·y such as professors' office hours;
recommended freshmen to football game scores or even
bring their birth certificate or dining hall menus, said Hampass port to UNH this fall in mond.
Hammond admitted there
order to register to vote in the
were some difficulties this
November election.
Rose said he describes himself summer. A program that would
and Hammond as progressives, have reduced the tuition of
hoping to increase student students who work in the dining ··
awareness and participation in halls by $1,000 'Yas unable to
get off the ground. .
UNH activities.
According to Rose the plan
"Speak Out," scheduled for
October, is an open-microphone would have been ·an incentive
session allowing students ·to for students to work in the
voice their own opinions. Rose dining halls, but ma.ny problems
said he hopes the sessions will including taxes prevented · it
be more than simply a ti.me for from getting off the ground.
Rose said there will be difcomplaining, but also for meanficulties -in improving such
ingful discussions.
Hammond and. Rose are also major issues as parking -and
working to ha~e Jesse Jackson housing, but·he sees areas where
speak on campus to compliment they can: make a difference .
Legislation that they hope to
. their efforts in student particpass in the Senate m€eting on
ipation.
"It is important for students Sunday is reducing the late
to be aware of the, Senate and registrationfeefrom$ 75 to$15yRose said that the fee appears
its decisions," said Hammond.
Hammond and Rose also to bring in revenue more than
worked on a committee of attempt to prevent late regisadministrators, students and , tration.
Hammond and Rose said they
one alumna· to review findings
from a study of the Greek system are planning to develop an
exchange program with a sister
'·
that took place in May.
According to Mike Sciola, · school in El Salvador and also
p_rogram coordiqator and Greek a tentative plan for a 1989 fall ·
system advisor, the committee semester exchange with stu- ,
tried to guide the Greek system dents from a Soviet Union
in the resposibilities they .have universitf
Rose said that if UNH wants
to the University community.
One result of the committee to be "_o n the cutting edge," it
was the requirement of all will need to update itself with
fraternities to register their other New England universities.
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Health
Center
still
la~king
By Amanda L. W aterfielcl .
University of New Hampshire students who use wheelchairs will still have difficulty
getting inside the school's
Health Service ·Center this fall. ·
The building "is not totally
handicap accessible at this
point," :s aid Kathleen Gildea>
Dinzeo, the center's associate
director for the office of Health
Educati~n a~d--Promotion. Ac-cording to Gildea-Dinzeo, plans
to make the building wheelchair
accessible have been drawn up,
but a time frame for the alterations has not been announced.
The Health Center, which
opened last spring, has three
main entryways, which people
in wheelchairs must be helped
through. Gildea-Di.nzeo said
"the doorways are going to have
to be re-ctit," requiring major
reconstruction in some areas.
Gildea-Dinzeo sai;d that she
was not exactly sure what the
time .line would be, but that the
wo'rk would be done "as soon .
as possible~~
One pfiy_sical improvement
1

The new health facilities still causes hassles for the handicapped. (Eric Stites photo)
in the Health Center was completed over the summer. According to Gildea-Dinzeo, sidewalks were installed in place
of the paths that led to the
entrances. Gildea-Dinzeo said
the sidewalks are "brand newthey went i1,1 a couple days before
the students came back."

Stoke changes
•
improvem ents
fOrA. ·students

By Laurie

Cutts
The Registrar's office w'as the
last to afrive on the Stoke Hall
scene and finally reunited with
the Credit and Collections,
Financial Aid, and Business
Offices but whether relocation
has made life easier is still' in
question.
"Without question it is easier
for the students to accomplish
their goals," said Helen Blidberg, a senior loan officer at the
Credit and Collections Office.
"The registration process has
been easier for the students and
·
much easier on us.''
An unidentified male student
said he felt like a rat trapped
in a maze. AU the offices in
Stoke must be reached through
separate doors ·at the end of each
of the three wings.
"Ideally we would like to close
off the outside doors and have
one main office door," said
_
Blidberg.
Office workers said they were
impressed by. the inside and
outside of Stoke hall's latest face
lift. ,
According to a spokesperson
from Environmental Systems
in charge of renovations, ap, proximately $250,000 was spent
on the first floor level, where
36 students had previou'sly lived.
There were also hallway improvements on the other seven
floors, and .extensive landsq1ping outside 0f the building.
Controversy developed last
semester when the administration proposed to displace 71
students, but instead compromised to remove 39 beds from
· Stoke Hall.
"I was here at Freshman
Orientation and it changed a lot.

It looks really mce;· said freshman John Samuels.
"It has been easier having the
offices closer," said freshman
Ray Erickson.
Interior improvements included carpeting and painting
the building's corridor and study
lounges. The Assistant Hall
-Director's office· was removed
from'the first floor and relocated
to the eighth floor.
Plans for further improvements are concerned with the
installation of improved corridor lighting depending upon
additional financial sources,
according · to Environmental
Systems spokeperson.
New landscaping and outside
facilities have glamorized the
exterior Stoke grounds. Trees,
shrubs, and sod added recently
create an attractive set~ing.
Sidewalk paths now lead to
. Stilling~ Dining Hall and the
Wildtatessen .which ,features a
patio area with park benches.

Gildea-Dinzeo said that two
new doctors have joined the
staff of the Health Service
Center. She said that Dr. Diana
Knoll, a board certified internist, will be specializing in office
gynecology, sexually transmitted diseases, health -promotion,
and itnernal medicine. Gildea-

-----------

The only service-re.late'd
change· to take place at the
Health Center was an increase ·
ip the HIV (AIDS) Counseling
and Testing program from on,e
weekly to twke, Gildea-Dinzeo
said. She said that other then
that increase, "We haven't
changed any services at all."

Dinzeo said Dr. Knoll is replacing Dr. Paul Choate, who retired
last year.
The other new physician is
Dr. Gerald Collins, who, starting
in October, will be working with
the faculty and staff, as well as
with stude'n ts, according to
Gildea-Dinzeo.

RESTRICTIONS
. (continued from page l)°

type of compensation· r~cieved. .:. house is mo:re responsible about
• All events where alcohol _is checking ID' s ~nd that they now
present must be closed events, have less beer at parties. "We
where the only people admitted don't have 20 keg parties any
more."
are those with invitations.
The point which brought the
• Alcohol may be served for
majority of the controversy was
a total of five hours.
• No alcohol may be served whether the administration can
randomly check to see that the
after 2:00 a.m.
• All those attending alcohol- . rules are being followed. The
ic functions must present two Durham police are not allowed
forms of ID. For UNH students, to enter a greek house without
a UNH ID and an ID proving a warrant, but the. administratheir age to be at least 21 is tion, as its members represent
the U niverst1ty, is., Greek
sufficient.
• Alternative beverages must members prefered that student ·
membersofthe
be provided for guests.
• "A minimuin of four non- IFC/Panhellenic do the checks
drinking hosts, one of whom rather than the administration.
must hold an executive positon Sciola said this suggestion will
in the organization .. -cmust be be considered. ·
Dean J. Gregg Sanborn, who
designated."
Most greeks contend that was also in attendance, Said the
these policies are already in administration does not wish
effect in their houses. Peter to abolish the greek system. "I
Getman of Acacia says that since believe the greek system has,
his chapter.' s probation they and .can l>e, an integral part of
have been following the rules the university experience," he
much more closely. He says his • said. He pointed out that the

Behind the backside of Stoke
lies a full-size basketball court
recently constructed,
Yet, with all the new improvements, students still clutter the grounds with trash. Pizza
boxes, wrappers and other waste
articles can be found scattered ·
around the yard and in front of
the offices.
"A lot nicer area will not
,instantaneously make a trash
problem disappear but a better
environement will result in
looking at grounds pre.viously
not looking nice,"said Director
of Financial Aid Richard Craig.
"It will have some positive
effects," said Craig. .

\

greek system has recently taken
positive steps in alleviating
exist,ing problems.
He commended them . for
their sexual abuse statement
which was put together a year
ago and for some houses' stands
against hazing. S,__anborn also
recognized' the problem of lack
of entertainment on campus and
that the greek system has provided an important social outlet
for students.
How.ever, he said that there
have already been complaints
about the greeks this semester. ·
Some .freshmen have had to be
hospitalized for alcohol poisoning, fraternities were reported
to have called women's residents
hall as early as the first day
freshmen were here, inviting
them to raids and parties.
Sanborn called this a "very
unsafe situation" and said that
. the new policy-must be adhered
to as this type of behavior can
no longer be tolerated.

1
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Ne w En9Iand Ce nt er
he w IOok .co m pl et e
Incorp orated ot Portsm outh
By Mark Holtho ff design ed the ~e~ stru~tu~e to
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s
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The New England Ce.-te r renov ations ~which includ ed a new tower

·schedule. (Bryan Lyons photo) ·.

-C an ce r su pp or t fo r su rv iv or s
By Tim Thornton
Keith Routle y and Lisa Archamb ault have somet hing in
common: At age 22, both UNH
studen ts have been diagnosed-and succes sfully tr~ate d, for ·
cancer. They r~alize firstha nd
the hardships and the pain, and
now they want to use their
experiences to help others.
· It was "by accident," Routley
explained, that he and Archambault learne d of each others '
experi ence· with the diseas e.
"We were a ware of the need
that's out there for suppo rt,"
Archa mbaul t saia, and knew
there were "boun d to be· o,t her
students like ourselves."
Thus it was not an accide nt
whe:n the two founde d the
Cance r Surviv ors and Suppo rters group , believ ed to be the
first of its kind on campus.
"We want to be a resource,"
Ar:chambault said. She stressed
-that the progra m, ~hich will
meet Tuesday nights at 7 p.m.
.in the Health Services building,

is not just limited to those with
cancer~ but is open to anyon e
intere sted in learni g to help
others cope with cancer as well.
Archambault, who was diagnosecl with cancer of the lymph
.n odes last year, underw ent an
intense 12-week chemotherapy
session and has been in remission, or cancer -free, for ten
month s. "I was fortunate to be
diagno sed quickly and to have
receiv ed excell ent medic al attention ," but she adds that she
was dismayed with the lack of
emotional suppor t programs.
Archa mbaul t noted that her
· family was a big help in dealing
with her cancer, but her friends,
who were not as well informed
on the subjec t, tended to-be a
bit apprehensive and uneasy.
"I still don't feel our society
is that comfortable with cancer,"
said Routle y, who was treated
for a small brain tumor that
turned up duri~g x-rays for a
· sinus infection in April of 1987;
"Because our society isn't that

comfortable with death."
-With little outsid e suppo rt
help available to him, Routle y
dealt with his cancer with "a
heavy dose of perspective." He
re-evaluated his priorit ies, and
came to the conclusion that too
much time is spent worry ing
over trivial details.
"I would skip classes and go
fly a kite," he admitt ed sheepishly. "I was really frustra ted
becaus e there were so many
things I wante d to do. I know
stoppi ng and smelling the roses
is kind of a diche, but it's true...
Althou gh the .co-pre sident s
have a basic outlin e fot the
suppo rt sessio ns,. they agreed
that the format will be informal
and· the conten t determ ined by
the group as a whole.
Routley said the progra m wiU
involve guest lectures, fundn,1.ising ideas for the Ameri can
Cance r Societ y, and lots of
.
questions, Routley adds.
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' Do you.wantio gain ·,•

valuable writing experience, have a good time

. and
get Then
paid simultaneously?
The New
Hampshire is for you!
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. HE NEW HAMPSHIRE is looking for_ people
/iriterested in becoming photographe rs for the
'88:.;89 school .year. Experience and a camara are
not required., but motivation is KEY!! Contact
Eric -Stites or •Sha-ron Donovan· in The New
Hampshire office., (rm. 151).
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STUDENT SENATE OPENINGS
·

'

Kari-van will provide the un·iversity with a Van for pooling
** .Rochester
staff to and from
he said.'
** Durham,
According to Timmons, there
must be someone from Roches*
! _. ter wp.o is willing drive the
to and from Dur ** van
ham/ Rochester each working
: . day. There has been some interest in the van pool but a
**'
driver is still the key to offering

, ·

·

* .Commuter, Greek, a_n d Freshman Spots Available
*** ·
d b
A t· ·
pp tcattons ue 'Y Sept. 16 at 5:00 pm
**
*
Applicatio_'?S can be-picked up .
:
.
**
and dropped off at the Senate office.

**
-!*

Room 130, MUB

(continuedfrompage3)

to

this alternative, said Timmons.
" I think it's been a very
*** .successful
opening school year* ,"said Timmons.

·

************************************************!

Still, there are people like Bill

Sammis who are not ·s atisfied
with the changes. ·
Tm mad as hell," said Sarpmis.
"We (other Rochester staff)
have tried to work with Coast
and Kari-van but they just
weren't ready to listen to our
needs," he said.
If there was one useful route
travelling to and from Durham
from Rochester it would open
up another whole area for UNH·
students to live, said Sammis.
"Ridership' and economy of
routes is the bottom line in our
federal
meet Jreduced
efforts
of
im Covert
fondingto,"said
.
COAST.
. ''.It's a good area (Rochester)
for people who have transportation but now the bus is gone," ,
Sammis said.

If you wani
to help
theflood victims
of Bangladesh
please send
donations to
·on of the
followifig
organi~ations:

c_

MIT. Structural Engineering.

University of Virginia, Fi- Uc Santa Cruz, Marine Biol- Univenity of Michigan, MBA

Analyzing and designing

nance. Studies fluctuating

ogy. Studies behavior of blue

bridges . Developed working

stock and money marke t

whalesandeffectofenviron- . ing projects for GM.The HP-

model of a double spandrel arch · trend? . Assisted head trader

ment on distribution of rhar- ' 17B dtters easy algebraic entry .

bridge.The HP-28S helps him · in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

ine mammals The new, easy

.

-

~\

-~

.

candidate. Assisted on pric-

,·

analyze structural stress and
geometry. It's the only calcu, , latorthatletsh_im_dobothsymbohc algebra and calculus.
It features
powerful

Exchange The HP-12C with

to use HP-22S has a built-in - flows and linear regression to

New Ach1·e1'riers 1·n·
RPN lets him analyze prices,

Plus time value of money._cash

equation library with solver,

:

V

1

·

analyze budgets and forecasts
HPSolveletshereriterherown
formu las and solve for any

::
a
Blues
Swing,
Metal,
Heavyand
Motown '

1
1:tt-

Packarq 's calculators are built

matnx_mathandgraphicscap-

_

abilities . Md HP Solve lets him

■

for your success Look for tMem

at your campu's bookstore . Or

solve c;:ustom formulas without

ratios, net present value and

giving her access to the

programming.With more than

internal rate of return . He can

most commonly used scien - call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 658E,

1500 functions, 32~ RAM and

even create his own custom

tific equations . Statistics

for your nearest dealer

both RP~~ and.algebraic entry,

progra~s. The HP-12C is the

with linear regression . And

We never stop asking "What if. ..

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci~

established standard in fi - a lgebraic entry. Tfie ideal

entific calculator

nancial calculators.

student science calculator

HEWLETT
_(hi] PACKARD

CARE,
Bangladesh Flood
R,dief, ·
600 Fir_st -Ave: _:
New York ·
New York

or
United Nations
for Bangladesh
821 United Nations ·
Plaza, 8th Floor,
New York
New York or
American·Nati9nal
Red Cross,
Bangladesh Relief,
P.O. Box 37243
Washington , D.C. 20013

Your contribution
will
help in the struggle to
save millions of people
from starvation,
malnutrition and
epidemics.
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JO{JRN ALI SM. - - - - - - - - - - 1 . (continued from page 3)
with ne~spapers and magazines
such as the Wall Street Journal,
The Boston Globe, Time, and
thePortland Press Herald.
Students will not be required
to or receive cred_it for work on
The New Hampshire staff.
Merton "alw~ys rejected _th~ idea
on the grounds that 1t 1s an
independent student paper".
He believes that receiving
credit for work on the paper may
influence or restrict the nature
of the writing.
The department faculty includes professors Andrew Merton, currently ,a columnist for
the Boston Sunday Globe, Jane
Harrigan~ former managing
editor for the Concord Monitor,
and Sue Hertz from the -HartfordCourant.

----------
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St. Pauli Girl
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.
Club .

.earn to love the 'blood,
.
sweat '

I

STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED
Call 868-2192 or 868-2065 for
information. Only a few rooms
left.

- and !Jeer
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. rgantzatzona meeting

Monday,
September 12 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Rockingham Room
oftheMUB

' 10-14 Strafford Avenue. Durham. New Hampshire 03824
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AVAilABLE

_ip? Air Force RITTC has
- two- through four-%U' scholarships
that can cover tuition and other expehses,
plus $100 per academic month, tax free. ·
-Find out if-)'Uu qualify.CAPT· MESERVE
603-862- 1480
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Leadership Ex:ellence Starts Here
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ha bit at

... for people moving in and up
50 Daniel Street • Portsmouth , NH 03801
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ATTENTION MOM AND DAD!
Subscribing to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE .
can keep you in touch despite the miles! ·
Covering the la-test University news, arts, and sporting
events, the award winning newspaper can be delivered
to your door step twice a week!!

Subscribe Now!! ·

ONLY $25.00 year

---------~~~-----------------------~-------,
Mail subscription to:

TNB
MUB, Room 108
,,., · Durham, NH 03824

$13 .00 semester
-

:

--------------
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--------------
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Checks may be made payable to _
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Editorial

\

"Comm unity of scholar s"
At yesterday's Convocation _several major
issues were laid on the table by the leaders
of the administration, faculty and student
body. It was a healthy event, acknowledging
the obstacles and objectives of each constituent and reaching out for a common
goal. All three legs of the University tripod
support the value of spiritual enlightenment
through educational challenges. "The
community of scholars," as University
President Gordon Haalan9 put it, is an
appropriate title for a campus we all would
like to see someday.
, While striving towards a common ·goal,
each group has a different method to achieve
it. The administration is geared towards
a big-business approach, stream-lining
wherever possible in order to give the
University a sleek, glossy finish. Highly
marketable; lean and mean.
The f~culty, ·on the other hand, never
forgets their obliga_tion as educators. They
are_ committed _to pushing students a-tid

themselves beyond narrow worlds using
knoV{ledge and imagination. Nothing else _
is as important.
Students round out the bill. They are
dedicated to keeping living and working
situations at ✓~he least adequate, at the most
blissful. It is the students who maintain
an appealing University lifestyle:
With different groups pulling indifferent
direc,t ions, it is no wonder an icy undercurrent seemed present at the Convocation.
Animosity and distrust may have undermined the. intention of the proceedings.
However, it is not too late to overcome
them.
_Several ideas introduced yesterday outline
a ·possible game plan. Haaland proposed
meetings with students and faculty members
to try and get in touch with their needs.
The idea is an adm.irable one which can
help "enlarge our collective understanding"
of our University community, but only ,if
the side-stepping and doule-t_alk can be

left behind. Students and faculty must not
be afraid to speak their peace.'The meetings
should not exist only to quiet complaints
and act as a diversion from the issues.
Haaland must not let the increasing
competition for student and faculty positions be an excuse to neglect the quality
of this school. The faculty should have their
pay raise if they deserve it and the students
should be able to find a place to live, a ·
parking spot and a class when -they .look
'
for'it.
Finally students can not let a chance to
be heard slip by. The dismal crowds for
events like the Convocation only weaken
our stand when we try ✓to get somewhere.
ogether we are a powerful lot and we need
to find that unity.
Thes_e hurdles can be cleared with
communicati9n and sincerity. The desire
to resolve them and build stronge-r relationships can bring UNH to its desti_nation,
a "community of scholars."
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President. H€ is extremely lucky
that. he did"not kill someone. How
would you feel if it was someone
in your family? I wonder if then
To the Editor:
Has The New ila.mpshire it would make thefront page news
reached a new low in inequitable or wouldit be restricted to the comic
reporting? One could draw that ,,,. strips. '
Michael Rose should wake up and
conclusion after their sham~ful
handling of the Mike Rose arrest realize that SBVP isn'.t just an
on DWI charges last Saturday night, adqition to a resume. Life, as well
as the student elected position of
in Barrington, N.H.
We are appalled that a serious- Sl3VP, Michael Rose, isn't all "fun
charge of this nature, levied against and ballgames".
_the recently elected and The New
, Donald B. Cowette
Hampshire endorsed Student Body
Patrick Lessard
Vice President, should only rank
as second page news to the editors
of our student newspaper. - We
remember when Patrick Sweeney,
who put no one in mortal danger,
was featured on the front page of
two consecutive issues of The New To the Editor:
It's been a long hot and dull
Hampshire for his misuse of the
SAFC telephone access code. At that summe-r without our "favorite
time, we dismissed arty suspicion Cats", but now you are back and
that this paper might be holding Durham has come to life!
We of Red Cross Blood Services
a grudge of some sort against
hope you all had a wonderful
Sweeney.
Recent events have awakened summer! Now, since you have
this suspicion once again. Is it unpacked your suitcases, registered
possible the The New Hampshire and started classes, we are planning
editors harbored their endorsed to make our first blood drive of the
candidate by not printing such an year very special for you!
Not only did we miss you as
important story on the front page
friends, but our program had a
for all to see?
Although we can't speak for the rough August and needs a breather
masses, we feel that the unauth- fro.rri our problems on Mondayt
orized use of the telephone access S~ptember 19th through Friday
code, amounting to $370, does not September 23rd from 12 to 5 at your
constitute as serious an offense as Mub! We need you and your love
DWI. Incidently, we are not patrons of life!
We look forward to seeing old
of the Sweeney cause. We are simply
using the manipulation of that issue friends and welcoming all newcoin comparison to the Rose incident. mers at this time! It will be a week
Michael Rose confessed to this of sharing and fellowship with
newspaper that he "had been those who care as much as you do
playing ball and drinking~beer all 'and since we have been without you
day". Assuming he knew .that he so long, our natural th~roe is
would be driving home later that "Hooray, Our Cats Are Back!" See
day, we feel that he sho~ed ex- yo~!!
Sincerely,
tremdy poor judgement and utter
Jarry Stearns
"disregard for responsibility.
Blood Chairman
If these are the qualities that
Red Cross
Durham
not
do
we
then
emits,
Rose
Michael
need him as our Student Body Vice

Rose

Red Cross

L.

~..

-~~

eyes again scavenged the other
"So how qmch money cfo you have
tables in the tent, in search of more
over there at MUSO?" he asked me.
I then realized this was how he must food or better conversation, I
view our. organization, how many concluded with "well, from one
To the. Editor:
to another, Uin- -riow
Yesterday after the University · student dollars do we suck up every president,
that I've met with.
parents
my
tell
we
that
him
to
explained
I
year.
the
Convocation I was afforded
the University"
of
·president
•the
he
so
students,
the
by
funded
were
priveledge of meeting our presito worry that any -as we again shook hands.
1
dent: Gordon Haaland. Being the wouldn't have
"O.K. we'll see you then this fall"
trustees ,
president of M.U.S.O. I have always of his money or that of the
'he said smiling. I'm not sure what shaven
roughly
a
to
entrusted.
was
the
acheive,
striving,.to.
felt myself
earring that was supposed to mean, perhaps
pinnicle of respect from my peers scrawny kid with a peace
it was a hint at his new approach
that president Halland has acheived and a Ziggy Marley T-shirt.
I went on to explain to him the - of accesibility to the students. At
from his. I patiently ate grapes and
the past any rate, I will tell my mom an~
wheat thins provided for free by difficulty we have had over
the dad that I met with the president,
space,
basement
the
with
year
discussed
the president, while he
but I don't think I'll let them read
assured
but
up,
showing
not
crowds
matters of overseas fundraising
working this.
with a much more important man him that we were a hard
Greg Becker
not to be discourM.U.S.Q. President
than myself ( afrer all, this man wore group committed
1
(I think) as his
listened
He
a_ged.
a black robe with nifty maroon
stripes, while l sported a .Ziggy
Marley concert T-shirt).
When my turn fin ally arrived,
I approached the president; with
a big smile and an outstretched arm.
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief
He shook my _hand firmly and said
'hello,' I introduced myself.
· "Hello, I'm . Greg Becker, ROBERT C.-DURLING, Managing Ec;titor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
M.U,S.O. President." I am careful SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKONING, News-Editor
to use my title whenever and RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
wherever possible.
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
"Nice to meet you Craig, have
ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor
R.USSO, Forum Editor
you been with MUSO for a long ROBERTA
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
time?" he asked me as his eyes
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
wandered towards the cookie table.
"Well, actually yes," I replied,
Staff Reponers
an~ious to keep his attention for ,
Patrik. Jonsson
Advertising Associates
_ Jay Kumar
~t least a minute. "I joined when
Arthur Lizie
Debbie Donohoe
Rob Matthews
MacMillan
Jodi
Madden
Parke
shows
just
Reponers
it
News
I was a sophomore and
Marc Mamigonian
Sarah Minnoch
lshi Burdett
how you way up the ladd- "
Michelle Mcsweeney
Asst Business Mgr.
Lauren Clark
Sports Reporters
Linda Rodgers
·-cara Connors
"I really want to get a couple of
Circulation Mgr.
Jason Doris
Dan Gaucher
those chocolate cookies" he inteSteve Greason
Ed Flc:.~erty
. Beth Goddard
Ward D. Fraser
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Mark Grundstrom
rupted as he made a dash for the
Kelley
Greg Pariseau
John
_ Kathleen Healy
cookie table before the caterers
Mary. Reilly
Graphic Managers
Sharon Heller
Cartoonists
Hamel
Lisa
Hildy Johnson
wrapped up the remains. He
- Michael F. Dowe
Patricia Trebotte
Rich Kelley
snatched 5 or 6 chocolate cookies
Robert Durling
Graphlc Assistants
Elizabeth Martir,ieau
John Hirtle
Denise Bolduc
Ed Mc_Daid
(the big ones!) wrapped them into
Kurt Krebs
Beth Brogna Ted McKey
a university blue napkin and
Dick Sawyer
Winnie Danenbarger
Marianne Moore
Supervisor
Technical
Franzosa
Bess
• Braelynn Murphy
squeezed them into his suit pocket.
Leah Orton
Hans Tresolini
Chris Paulson
Walking back towards me I said
News Brief Editor
Typists
John Robert
Caryl Calabria
David P. Dow
Amy Rogers
to him, "Boy I really love those
Lisa Casey
On-the-Spot Editor
Tim Scott
Elizabeth Crossley
Kelly Whiteman
chocolate ones, but you know, I
Tim Thornton
Ellen Harris
•
Debbie Hopkins
Amanda Waterfield
figured it would be rude to grab a
Christine O'Connor :
Photographers
Kellie Waidman
Amanda Waterfield ·
Deborah Hopkins
whole lot of them, I mean right here
Peter Yianopoulos
Ronit Larone
Copy Readers
Arts Reporters
with everyone around and all." His
Caryl Calabria
Lauren Clark
~~!~!~r~~rAssistant;
· eyes sort of passed me as he gazed
Ellen Harris
Ric Dube
Christine O'Connor
Sudol
Kristi
Gleeson
Brendan
home.
his
Hall,
Thompson
towards
Kaien Hall
I thought he was looking for the
sure.
be
couldn't
I
platter.
veggie
.
. ,

Haaland
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What do we do with the MUB ·space ?
By Bret Clemons ·
exist.
room because of its central location~
As Chairman of the MUB Board of
student
of
The .addition of a study lounge, student
number
the
.and
accessihility
the
represent
to
job
my
is
Governors, it
copy
as well as an entertainment facility
the
as
offices,
(such
building
the
in
services
in
body
student
the
of
needs
and
interests
_/
to meet our needs. As students
help
center).
can
MUB.
the
to
relation
we often hear that the /univer.sity has to
A lot of people study here now, in the
At~the ·present time, the opportunity
emphasize positive student involvement, ·
cafeteria, but it is both crowded and noisy.
exists to add the basement of the MUB as
so we all can becotne well-rounded. What
Secondly there is a growii:ig interest in the
an operating fourth level. Last fall a stude11:t
more
As
better way than by making this space
student organizatio•ns on campus.
· committee explored options for the use
the
by
available for student use?
students join, more space is needed
of the space. Using a P.U.L.S.E. survey,
Yet, that is not necessarily what will
various organizations.
they recommended the basement be utilized
space
with
The administration is considering
difficulty
happen.
had
The Board
in the following ways: as study space,
to
had
· the bookstore into the MUB
result
a
asmoving
and
year
last
allocation
student office space and an entertainment
the
If
The reason for moving the
requests.
basement.
organizations'
reject some
facility.
then
neccessity; Hewitt Hall is
is
organizations,
for
bookstore
added
was
basement
.
Recently I met with Victor Azzi, the
and
it has appropriate power
space
have
because
could
needed
organization
every
Director of Campus Planning, Dean Santhe new computer system.
office.
for
activity
location,
and
student
the
to
close
be
still
born and Jeff Onore, Director of the MUB.
that moving the bookstore
feel
don't
I
But
enter-.
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Bret Clemons is a junior Liberal Art.r major and ·
Chairman of the MUB Board of Governors.
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The S.e nate Agen da :'88-·'89
By Wendy Ha:m mond and -M ichael Rose
'As:'we begin another year at the univer~
sity, Mike and I wanted to sha're .some of our-accomplishments and goals for the next
.
._
.
year. .
This ·summer .we worked for Dean
Sanborn- as student interns, spending
roughly half of our week on student affairs
projects arid the other half on student ✓
government projects. Among our WO!k for
Dean Sanborri was interviewing and par- .
tidpating in hiring discussion for a variety
- of vacancies: from Judicial/Affirm ative
Action Officer to Associate Director of the
MUB.
· We also tried to represent students with
the town. For example, we are currently
working with the , Town Gown and the
Town Council to repeal the Unrelated
Persons Ordinance. [The UPO is an
ordinance which stipulates that four or more
persons may not live together in a home
unless related. It is a regul~tion designed
to limit college aged people. It is discriminating and unacceptable.]
· As this is an election year, we h~ave focused
on voter registration. 2,700 letters were
sent out to incoming freshman, explaining
the process of registering. and urging
students who live in Durham to ta_ke part.
We have also contacted the Jackson Headquarters and hope the Reverend will appear
on campus, perhaps as early as October
4.
· Trying to increase awareness, we have
establisheq The Senate Page, a weekly
newsletter from the student government,
which aims to inform The New Hampshire
readers of some other topics we are working
on which may not receive coverage. Ad1

•· .· .·, ·. ·. ·....... .
::■·:

·,:,·•·····••··•···········.·

ditionally, we will meet with Joanne Marino, .
the Editor-in-Chief oi_I.he-New Hampshire,
:····:···:···.·.-.·.·.·... ·::::.·:.:.·.·:··:
as well as with President .Haaland and The
communbetter
to
::::::::::::::\ !Wiii)W
New Hampshire staff,
······ ······ ..···
!i/i//i!/i//!i/!i!:
adminthe
and
ication between students
istration.
This Sunday we are bringing up legislation to incre~s~ Greek representation
·from five to seven. Also on the agenda is
:::::::::::::::•:•:-:-:-:-:,:-::;::: .-.·-•.-.···•::-·-· ·,..
a, resolution repealing the Administrative
Council's decision to charge students who
pay _bills late ·a n astronomical $75 (up from ·
$0 rn 1988 and $15 fit Plymouth State
College). All interested students are welcome to attend (MCC 212). This year is one in which we hope to get
more people involved and interested in
a -world beyond Durham. We hope to begin
an exchange program with the USSR and
a sistet ~chool program with the.University
·. . ... ·
_-.
t. e ·s.:ys.te~.a;·. a~ce. •.
of El Salvador.
n~;w;.
rnsn
1f
ge-t-:fto.nr.sar.ori,
wi.U
!lt·9µ.;
·
:.
•
We will continue the tradition of SpeaSepkouts, and hav·e scheduled one for
tember 29 at 1:00 on T-Hall lawn. We have
also scheduled a tour of the Channel 11
space for September 20. The point of this
is to let people see the condition it was left
1
in as well as it~ potential as a student center.
Our single goal, if we have one, is to say
that we have a stake in how our university
is run. If we don.' t look after our own .
· interests, who will? If not now, when?
Some goals we have set will be difficult, .
but by working as a student body, a lot can 'Ji!fti:'f!._~::::::::::':;::::;:::,:...,,.,-_,_~·be achieved, Judging from the reaction to
our message at Convocation, our community
. is ready to move forward.
···················\:::;:::•;•:=::::;:•·

,

Wendy Hammond is Student Body President and
Michael Rose is Student Body Vice President:

-
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Arts &_Entertainment
Mus ic note s- ...
·
e
and mor
of

Television. Arid I
member
By Arthur Lizie .
only hardcore and
that
thought
A free concert and free lemtriple bills.
needed
shows
rap
wrong?
go
you
onade - how can
and I don't
silly
so
am
I
"Oh
..
This Sunday, Sept. 11 to be
you American~. You
µnderstand
·
SCOPE
and
Start
Fresh
specific,
tell me that you have
present "Freshfest~'88 " feat- mean to
national birc;l. In Russia uring headliner In The Flesh eagle for
wait in line for toilet paper.
and guest Islandside. The event, we
it up Smirnoff,
· surely a harhinger of a fruitful Ha ha ha" Give
up a lopg time
was
joke
one
the
UNH concert season, takes
... MUSO presents a Miplace from noon to 4 p.m. at the ago
Douglas, not to be conEast-West Field, or in the Field chael
author-father Kirk,
with
fused
House if it rains. All this and
tonight. Wall
feature
double
does
(tee lemonade, too ... So
brought
which
role
the
Street,
this mean that Gordon "The
screens
year,
last
Oscar
the
Mike
with
proper role of a mother
overthe
while
p.m.
8
at
a child of two years old is to
diild"
that
to
devote herself
Humphrey is heir apparent to
for students with IDs,
Astros pitcher Bob Knepper is $3.00
the general public. .
for
$5.00
as NOW's Neanderthal of the
. U2's new single "Desire," a
year? I can't imagine why
d rock rave~up,
anyone would ever Jhink of New straight-forwar
see the light of day
Hampshire as a backwards kind · should
a few weeks. Rattle and
of place _with such dear-headed, within·
LP, one disc recorded
the
Hum
progressive national· represenstudio, one disc
Memphis
a
in
tati0n ... King Sunny Ade,
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out
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opening Nomovie
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once
'and African juju music,
plans this
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No
4.
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honored 'by Mike Dukakis with time around. ·
·
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Day,
Ade
a King Sunny
label
infant
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The Channel in Boston tomorby Miles Copeland,
row night ... The Stray Cats, headed
head, Sting and
Records
I.R.S.
those crazy neo-retro-rockabilly
lesser egos, this summer
dudes who became popular a few
their foray into the world
during the couple -of months began
"swirling, cinematic, panthat MTV was still watchable, . of
collaborations, where
have decide to reform, abandon- musical
_notions of danger, risk, balance,
ing their stellar solo careers ari~
· ·aggression, alienation and sex-•
generally throwing ca1Hion to
live in the heat of the
the wind. A new record will uality
(or so they say) with
moment"
should
follow the tour which
offering jazz,
releases
LP
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find them playing two nights
new age styles. The
and
classical,
month.
next
at The Channel
of the series is Astor
The Church, probably not highlight Tango Zero Hour,
Piazzolla's
their
in
status
free
tax
enjoying
a stunning ·urban romance (Oh
native Australia but undoubtma cherie, Paris in the
edly still reelin' and a-rockin' oui,
played out on the
springtime)
from the success of their latest
bandoneon, a.k.a. an accorqian.
LP Starfish, play Boston's OrPiazzolla plays Manchester's
pheum Theater tonight. Two
next spring. The
ex - 1e ad me n o f p ·s e u do -_, Palace Theater include two rereleases
·other
supp9sed-, and semi-legendary
cords from Kip Hanrahan
bands open the show: Peter
(Days -a nd Nights of Blue Luck
Murphy, ex-singer of Bauhaus
Vertical's Currency),
Inverted,
(Love and Rockets' lesser·par~
page-~6 ,
NEWS,
MUSIC
exent) and Tom Verlaine,

. 1

;

Emilio Estevez in his pre-sideburned, Repo Man days.

/:~~~~da~f;~~t~ri:isJ~~. Youn.g Gu.ns :no cbr.. nyw,e-stern_
By R. Scort Nelson
Young Guns is a frenetic a-nd
energetic second look · at the
"Old West." While I've never
been a big weste~n fan (Okay, .
I used to watch Bonanza for lack
of anything better on late night
television) this one delivered
more than the run of the mill
showdown at high noon, shoot
'em up westerns.
Young Guns is fired up with
youth, exuberance and intensity
and while it doesn't pretend to
be any more than a western, the
film doesn't fall into the trap
of encasing its ~ctor's in "tough
guy" roles. Emilio Estevez's
neurotic slant is allowed to
shine. Charlie Sheen's concerned (although somewhat
one-dimension al) seriousness
accomodates Kiefer Sutherland's thoughtful sensitivity.
.Sure, it's still a western, chock
full _of gun fights and horse
chases, but it's souped up with
,
youthful vibrance.
. The· plot is powered by the
typical western theme: revenge.
· The revenge theme carries an
extra punch in this film, perhaps
due to the hot-tempered, youthfol characters in the film and
their persistent and adamant
challenge to· autho':'ity.

The film begins by drawing
yem into the pig ranch refuge
of John Zenstel, the benevolent
father-like mentor of a group
of local delinquent boys. Just
as you becom.e lured into the
warmth and hope of this farn · ylike union, Zenstel is shot by
his corrupt and thoroughly evil
competitor, Murphy. The boys
are left t9 <;:ombat Murphy's
gang. The odds, howeve.r, are
not in the Young Gun's favor;
Murphy's gang encompasses
most ev~ryone in the Eourity,
the local sheriff and eventually,
the US Army.
With the battle lines drawn,
teams set and the formalities
complete; the restless energy
of the film is released and poised
to pound through the film as
the gang searches out revenge.
Young Guns feeds on the
desperati emotions of the underdog cowboys: fear, the desire
for vengance, obsession, self
doubt and comrader-ie. Mad
drcumstances pull the youths
tightly together and the bond
that forms and persists between
them.is what helps to make the
·
film captivating.
The individuality of the characte,r<: Y"'f"f'S the the film's aun
down to earth; the soft hearted-

ness-"of Doca (Kiefer Sutherland) and the nervous terror of
Charlie ,( Casey Siemasko).
These strong characters set the
film apart fro·m the typical
· marose, stoney Clint Eastwoodesque depiction of life in the
west. I was enamored with the
·character's air of excitement and
vigor, which was offset by their
vulnerability. The anxious edge
that undercuts the movie had
me constantly trying to predict ·
who was going to die (there are
~.ix of them, so' some have to buy
·
'he farm, right?).
• . I was particularly impressed
· with_-E milio Estevez's performance because his queeerly ·
sinister portrayal of the..hard
edged Billy the Kid seemed to
fuel this film. Estevez pulls youinto the Kid's neuroticism with
his maniacal giggle and crazed
stare. His apparant masochism
flows from a well too deep to
.be misguided. He is a young man
who will not be denied in
avenging Murphy's death.
Est-e vez pulls off Billy the
Kid's .cocky stunts with a: flair
that is both. believable and
charismatic. At one .point Billy
pose~ as an innocent youth and

YOUNG GUNS, page 18

Sir Bob: still ·rele van t
lauded 1986 True Confe~_sions Old Orchard Beach in early July.
Bob Dylan
was hampered by')che Saturday night in Manchester,
Tour
Manchester
. "Dylanettes," five gospel sin- Dylan kept his promise not to
Septe~ber, 3 1988 ·__
gers who sang backup and . do the same show twice on this
By Marc A. ·Mamigonian
harmonies. Their presepce, and tour and dug down even deeper
fussy musical arrangements, into his vast repetoire than he·
In these times, it can't be easy
made Dylan lazy with his vocals; had in July giving yet another
to be Bob Dylan. The music
harmonies became more impor- unforgettable performance.
scene, which he 'played such a
Bob opened, as he did in July,
tant than his phrasing. Last
huge part in shaping, has exiled
summer's tour with the Grateful with a scorching rockabilly
him, ·yet everywhere he looks
Dead was a crowd pleaser, it saw arrangement of "Subterranean
his influence i_s apparent. Ads
an awkward Dylan, wheezing Homesick Blues," a song that
_as diverseas U2, Bruce Spring, • ,- he had never done live previous
steen, R.E.M., Th~ Waterboys, rather than singing.
This yeir' s tour, ho~ever, is to this tour. After muttering a
John Mellencamp, Tracy Chapman and Husker Du have all ~ direct rejection of the big- quick "thank you," ( the first
ackn.o wledged their debt by name, allc-star tours of the past words I've heard him speak all
recording with Dylan, covering two years. Dylan has .assembled summer) he kicked into 'TH
his tunes, or generally bearing a tight, sparse band consisting Remember You," o_ne of only
the imprint of the master's of only G.E. (the smilin' man two recent songs he played, and
hand.Yet most fans of these acts from Saturday Night Live) unfortunately one of his tritest.
· either ignore Dylan or' regard Smith on lead guitar, Kenny However, he gave it an enthuAronson on bass, Christopher siastic vocal, elevating it above
him as "irrelevant".
However, Bob Dylan's music Parker on drums and Dylan on its ihherent banality.
A nearly unrecognizable "I'll
has always be.en relevant, and rhythm guitar (unfortunately,
Be Your Baby Tonite" ( transwill doubtless continue to be, no ha_rmonica this year).
Dylan had ph1yed New Eng- formed from country ballad to
.so a Dylan concert is always
land dates twice .previously this up-tempo rocker) followed, and
exciting and, yes, relevant.
·
h
•
•
Dylan's recent tours have summer, giving a brilliant pair
K1p Hanrahan, who hasJust released two albums on t e new
DYLAN, page 18
. _ . __ ~ _ ~- __ ~· be~n_c! bi~ confu~ing. T~~ ~ _uc~ of shows <!-,t Great Woods and
Pangea label.
4
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Carver: visio,n
and .reality
By-PatrikJonsso~

Steve Coleman, frontman of Steve \..CJ•te1ina.n
their latest album Sine Die.

the Five Elements who h~ve j~st .released
.

MUSI(: NEWS _ _ __

.......I

-~i~·

(contin.ued from page 15)
esentially unessential new age ropolis of interest aria cufture, Awake" from Mary Poppins,
music, Steve Coleman and Five ha.s a new club, Dekadance The Replacements doing
Elements' Sine die, a sizzling _ (soundfamiliar?). Located at · ''Ciuelle De Vil" from 101
funky jazz disc with just a bit 200 Elm St., former sight of Dalmatians, Los Lobos pertoo many vocals, Fareed Rage, The Casbah and a carpet forming "l Wanna Be Like y OU
'. Barque's Voices Rising, and a warehous,e, the club offers Steve (The Monkey Song)" from The
·.various artists disc, Conjure: "Meet mtdn the middle of the Jungle Book, and Sinead O'C,Music for the Texts of Ishmael day" Forbert on September 15 -onnor rasping "Someday My
, Reed. The second hatch of and The Godfathers on October Prince Will Come" from Snow
]Pangaea records should be Of). 2. Hopefully this club will folow
White. When do we get to hear
the way soon.,. Also on the way . a semi-progressiv_e booking Fred McMurray and Dean Jones
from I.R.S. is the second col- policy rather than falling into · blast out some Zeppelin? ...
lection of No Speak records the rut of having The Fools and Elton John, currently selling
(inchiding a guitar orgy feat- The Boyz perform every other off the greatest collection of
uring Steve Howe, Leslie West week; a patte'rn into which their · tacky items ever assembled, is
and others)~ a new Balancing Dover namesake has slouched. playing the Worcester Gentrum,
-Aq LP (their new promo photo .. Bruce ( not ·to be confused sans glitter, on October 8, 9, and
]proclaims "Agnes Moorhead with Rogers) Hornsby and The 10. Tickets go on sale tomorrow
is God"), a liv~. Alarm record, Range take the stage of Vete~ morning... Old friends flREand, cashing in while the cash- ran' s Memorial Park in Man- HOSE ('member?) play the
i,ng's good, an R.E.M. greatest . chester this Tuesday, September . Paradise in Boston on October
hits record ... If you haven't seen 13 along with Melissa Ethe- 2 3. Word from the south has
Orson Welles' Citizen Kane, ridge .. . The Capitol Theater it that opening band Screaming
if you have transportation, and in Concord, everyone's home Trees are more than giving the
if you'.re still wondering why away from home, plays host on headliners a run for their moMoorhead just might be ·God, October 22 to Morton "Assault ney... Summer Jam II,. i.e. Hasfear no more. Today through and ~attery" Downey and his Been Fest, takes place on SepMonday, The Brattle Theater gang of buffons ... Pat Benafar, tember 18 at the Kn.ngston
in Harvard Square is showing currently all fired up about •Fairgrounds. Blue Oyster Cult,
a restored print (courtesyofboo! something or other, plays Great Robin Trower, Humble Pie
hiss! Ted-Turner) of Citizen -~ Woods tonight as the world (hopefully Steve Marriott has
Kane· daily at 3, 5:15, 7:40, and takes a big collective·yawn. .
more sense than to be involved),
10 p.m;, with Saturday and
A&M Records' tribute to and, of course, those fools for
Sunday · ,matinees at 1 p.m. Disney should provide hours the ci.ty, Foghat perform, hopDiscover the magic of 'W_elles' · of listening enjoyment. Included ing to pay the rent since the
Mercury Theater.
among the artists and tracks are royalty checks just ~on't come
.Manchester, exploding met- Suzanne Vega with "Stay as often any more.

__________ YOUNG GUNS

asks to touch the gunofa bounty
hunter. A little slight .of hand
and Billy manages to empty the
gun. Needless to say., Billy has
the advantage in the ensuing
shootout.
Although the scene was predictable, Estevez's impudent and
deranged dem·eanor made it a
· satisfying one; not quite as
satisfying as the first time I saw
. Repo Man on a rented VCR

- ·(continued from page 17)
with a six pack of Busch, but
pretty -dose.
Young Guns is also funny, in
a dry and morbid sense. I guess
Emilio couldn't make it two
hours without a few good wisecracks. His attempt to sprout
sideburns for this film is pretty
humorous in itself. Anyway, if
the psychedelic peyote tea fest
in the desert ("This is great· I am a b~_tt_~_1Jl_y!~ ~!!!,~~es Joe)

isn't a twist on the classic
western, I don't know what is,
pardnei:
·
Young Guns could have easily
fallen into the forgettable
summer movie category but
manages to effectively balance
humor, action and suspense.- It
is a gutsy venture· into the
previously grazed-out pasture
of Holtywood westerns.
/

--..----~DYLAN--/- - - - -

. .
(continued from page 17)
then,)the highlight of the shovi;
Tfie acoustic-iet seemea to
ari electrifiea ''Visions of Johan- "give Dylan a lift, because the
.na." Bob delivered an exciting, electric set that followed was
twisted reading of this, one of even more frenzied than the
his greatest songs, letting the first, w-ith Bob registering the
anguish and the mystery seep maximum voice inflections per
through the abstruse lyrics. He line on the anthemic "I Shall
concluded his first electric set Be Released" and his current
. with an urgent "Shelter From "hit," sung at breakneck speed,
.
. the Storm" and a positively · "Silvio,"
blistering "Highway 61 RevThe show.concluded the set
isited," featuring ·a smoking with "Like A Rolling Stone,"
slide guitar solo by Smith.
and amazin'gly, after all these
The acoustic set (Dylan and years, Dyl~n is still able. to
Smith on acoustic guitars) breathe more life into it every
opened with a cover of the time he sings it.
haunting "Rank Strangers To
For an encore Sir Bob belted
. Me," which Dylan d,e livered out "She Belongs To Me," with
with even more pain in his voice more passion than_ever and
than on the album version. He followed ' with a howling, right. followed with the ancient "Lone- eous "Maggie's Farm," in one
some Death of Hattie Carroll," of the best arrangements oLit
one of his greatest "protest" he has ever come up with. It was
songs, and concluded with a quite a night.
· cocky singing of "I Do!].'t Believe
This current tour is Dylari's
You -(She Acts Like We Never mostfullysatisfyingandspitited
Have Met)" and a touching since the legendary Rolling
version of the timeless "Girl Thunder Review of 75 -76. His
___phrasing has been maste_rful,

employing his voice as a weapon
like only Dylan eve:r could .
However, I do have a few
relatively minor complaints.
. The mosdrp.portant of these
is the show's short length. With
an ironclad limit of 15 songs per
show it runs about 80'-85 minutes, disappointingly brief considering Dylan's extensive repetoire of. songs.
I also missed the harmonica.
Not that every song heeds a solo,
but it would break the somewhat
homogenizing effect of repeated
. guitar solos slotted.in where
harp solos have traditionally
been.
I am~ however, hesitant to
complain too much about siich
a masterful show by a guy who
isn't "relevant" anymore. It may
not have been Albert H·au '66
revisited, but Manchester '88
wasn't exactly a dead man's last
pistol shot, either. See you next
year, Bob:
.
'
~

It is difficult to "say what many lives for his own good.
makes a good writer. Preference Carver was the opposite. Carver,
is part of fr. A big part. Style, in his work, describes only the
too, maybe. But a writer's "vi- truth: the truth as he_knows it.
_ sion·" is probably the most His characters know perfectly
· important: how clear he/ she well what's going on in their .
paints his own world for the terrifying and disillusioned
reader.
lives, and they manage to cope
Raymond' Carver, who died anyway. They are both strong
this year at 50, had a vision th~t · a'nd weak. They are loving, yet
w·as intensely strong. When capable of fiery hate. Just like
reading his short stories, the real people. .
reader continually has the imA vivid exarrip~e of both-·his
pression of standing in Carver's style and the way he was able
house, at the kitchen window, -t·o focus on and explain r.e al
a couple o(beer cans standing people's lives is in a story called
empty on the table, looking out "Tell the Women We're Going". '
at the .neighborhood. What we His dialqgue and exposition is
see is haunting_.'.the details in haunting, almost too real. The
Carver's stories are u;mally story cei:iters around two ins_epunpleasant, sometimes remind arable .high school buddies, it
us of things we 'd rather not exposes the es$ence of theirremember. But the vision is friendship and shows its comendearing, too. It tells the truth, plexity •
. . ,·
lik:e a slap from a loved one: it · In a poem called "You don't
wakes you, and makes you love know what love -is" Carver,
even more.
exposes his 'vision in a different ,
Carver published ten books . . way. It's about a ine_e ting with
Four were books of original ; Charles Bukowski, but it's clear
short stories, four of poetry, and that Carver is the one talking,
two of collected stories and . too: "W}:lat do-any of you know
poems. He never wrote a nov- I about life/ What do .any of you
el- in his early life he had no know about anything/ Which
time, no patience for it. Later of you has been fired from a
he enjoyed the freedom of j.ob/ or else has beaten up your
writing only short stor'ies and broad/ or else has been beaten ·
poems. The most well ·known up by your broadj. ..I know what _
of his books were: "What We it's like I've' been there". _
Talk About When We Talk
In · his li'fe Carver fought
About Love," "Cathedral," and alcohol, fought for time to write,
"W1ll You Please Be Quiet, fought for an education wh'ile
Please?" Stories like "A Small, _simultaneously supporting ,and
- Good Th~ng," ·~Why Don't You. raising two kid~, and making ·
. Dance?", ~:Cathedral" and "Tell ."l a marrii;l,g.e work. Through _his
The Women We're Going" are · twenties and early thirties he
modern literary classics.
worked mostly odd jobs. His
Carver's prose is sparse ; first story was published in
"minimalist" it was once called, Esquire when he was in his late
·although Carver didn't like the twenties and frolI! then on he
sound of that. "There's -some- was -a writer.
.
.
thing about 'minimalist' that
, Alcohol was a big influe-rice
smacks of smallness of vision on his life- it was the root of
and execution that I didn't like," much of his exp~rience; But in
1977 he quit drinking. 'Tm
Carver once said.
Carver has been unfairly prouder of that, that I've quit
compared to. Hemingway. He drinking, than I am of anything
writes simply and powerfully, in my life," Carver $aid once.
like Hemingway, but his vision Carver knew about life. He'd
and his truths are vastly differ_.:. "been there".
ent than those of the Grandpapa
Raymond Carver is gone now,
of American literature. He- but his vision ·will not be for. mingway's truths concerned · gotten by those who read his
living two lives, living lies, as work. As with all the best ·
the main character Harry in , writ~rs, his life will be lived and
"Snows of Kilimanjaro" does. _. re-lived agaih, through his
Hemingway himself lived too stories.

No Such Animal;a local favorite, headlines New Music Night
at the Stohe c ·h urch in Newmarket on Septemper 15 at 8:30.

, I
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DERNEs·s
TRAILS

•. frorct~Oct)~

"Ill Road Plaza,:~umam,N~ 0382,4 -(603) 868-55"

~

.

16th ANNUAL SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE
SALE DATES:Sept. 6th- Sept. 17th

~

*Summer Clothing and Camping Equipment
Reduced in Price Up to 60% off

\:.

*Cho~se from famous brands such as Patagonia, North
and Caribou
Woolrich, Windy Pass, Terramar,
Face,
.
.

~

~

ua GAW ~,rs1 ,
6AlKf& Kp.J~
CANOE --rR.tPsI wrr-11EPJ

CAt'I\P1Nb

rru~;
.

-r,._1~,

r<a:J:LuMe,tfJc, 1~1PS1

1'R1P.S WI LL iH .
Of5C P- \6 ~ D A T !

ArfD f('(!IUI tit.VU/

/ll0{ff.}

Af
~001'>0
(M)~a~015l ·

*All AVIA footwear 10-50% Off

Prices Slashed! Tents ,;p to 50% off, Sleeping Bags up to 30%
off, frame packs 25% off, and climbing equipment 15% off
*Reflex Mountain Bikes Super Sale Priced!

Hurry for best selection!
Register to win a pair of Vuarnet sunglasses.

0

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"Tl½.5 p "" ) $EJ?.J EM Y:>e.R #3 , . . 1 :DO? tY\
- . .
~r-CA,.('fo,o~ R~ ~ M lJ~ -

'I

·-·-·-·········-··········•...•.•---·-··•,I'·•---····-...........•.•·····•--J"■•---·-·-·---·-·-·-------·-·...............•.···1.
rl'.••····................._..........................................
. ..:.,,..................

!

.

.

T·he · Memorial ~Union

.

·Board of Goverors

. Us
Out

is now accepting applications for

-1988/89
~estaurant&Tavern .

The fqllowing seats are open:
l'aculty/Stall, Resident; Comn,uter -

· Thursday·and Friday -Afternoons
-

in our Lounge for

Anyone interested can pick up an application
in the .Student Activities Office, room 322 in-the
MUB.

Free Hors d'oeuvres

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MONDAY, _.

3-5 pm

SEPTEMBER 12.

I

I

Must be 21! . .

·

I

........... -.-~ -........ .

•••
~••v•e••
• • • • • • • • -~71 • • • • • • ■,r- ••••••••••••••••••••••
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by Michael Dowe-

Freaker Patrol
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_Super Guy
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by Kurt Krebs
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l\.. • STUDENT SENATE /
•

I

• ·•

••
•

•

•
••

•

\ ..• EXECUTIVE BOARD/
.••
•..
i
"
\
S
NING
OPE
_.)
••
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•
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.•

••
••
•
•
••
•••
•
•
••
•• ••••
• ••

••
•
•• •••
••
••••
••

••

•••

{ Resid entia l Prog rams & Hous inq}
l
• ••-cou ncil
•

. ••

-:

•

Aspir ing music ians and perfo rmer s
/'
show us your stuff!
Bring your _frien ds to Glor y Daze
9:30p ~ Wedn esday 's

~

••

. .••

:

:•• )

..

••

•
.
.
Applica tions availab le in_the Senate Office 'Rm 130 :
'-..

.••

·:
:,

MUB 862-1494
Deadline Sept. 14, 1988

-

all potential performers 'please call -Kim
at Glory Daze 868-6434
walk ins welcome

{

•

•

~

~

·.

-

·.. -r

··:··---------11111. . .-- ~ .

i

·11•;·_•· ·.

.
I

~

.

.

-:

••

:

- ••

• .

••
•

•
•

••

'

No cover charge-~must be 21!

•

•
••• •••
••
••••

..

DO N'T LE-T .TH I·S
HA PPE N TO YO U!.
MUB
Mini -

Courses
Fall .1988
- £oft Aerobics * Ballroom Dancing Ba-sic Life Support CPR* Blues Harmoni ca
Drawing on -the _Right _~ide of the Brain ·
Introduc tion . ·c -o nversado rial French .
Introduc tion . to' Conversa tional German
Hiking in New Hampshi re
· Massage *Self Defens.e *Sign Languag e *Yoga

to

,

Registration
Tuesday, Wednesd ay & Thursday _
Sepf~mber: 13, 14 & 15 9 aµt-12 _noon & 1-4 pm
Student Activitie,s Program ming Office
Room 126
Memorial .Union Building (MUB)
Fee due at registrati on
For more informat ion call 862-1001

1

·

· · 30%- Fewer Memb ership s Available

. _Stay Fit at "the
Fran klin Fitne ss _Cent er
Whe re a Seme ~ter M~m ber~_h ip
·inclu des:
":Nautilus*Free Weight s*Card iovas;u lar Center*.S afegua rd ,4:erobics Progra m(2 ·s'tudios-4 levels~
over 60 classes per week) *Hot Tub*Sau'l_las*Locker
Rooms~ *Reduc ed_Rates on Tannin g -B ooths and
Bed

N T

R

f:5 .Jenkins q ,..rham, NII 0,'5'824

,_868- l_l~S. ,;,,

.· Conveniently lo~atei in -doV\l'ntow'n O~rham.
(J;)on'tlerp art of,y0.~r wo~kout be getliilg the~e~t .

t.

-
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Where To Spend The week

YOUR . ON-CAMPUS DELI • BAKERY • STORE.

.

DELI SANDWICHES
/

White Tuna
Genoa Salami
.Ham & Cheese .
Turkey

Monday - Monday· Night Football in our lounge

2.45
2.45
2.75
2.75

Italian
Roast Beef
Hot Meatball

small

large

2.2~
2.50
2.25

2.75
2.95
2.75

·C'ALZONES
3.00
3.25

·Harn
Meatball

3.00
3.25

Mushroom
. Veggie ·

PIZZA

.-~- wedfie'scta.9-.:~Hoot Night 9.:30_pm

· Cheese
Pepperoni

small

large

2.95
3.95

4.95
5.95

Sausage
· Mushroom

small

large

3.95
· 3.95

5.95
5.95

Toppings: . Extra Cheese. Onion. Black Olive. Green Pepper
1.75 any three
1.40 any .two
.75 one

Thursday and
Friday - Check us out for free hors d'oeuvres
Saturday and
Sunday -Br~akfast 9 am - 1 ~rn

MORE

I

.

1.00
.1.50
.75

Homemade Soup
with Garlic Bread
Bagel with Cream Cheese
with Peanut Butter
Nachos with Salsa

1.75
1.25
2.75

Veggie Pocket
Garden Salad
. Chefs Salad

.95

, 2.95

Good Food • Great l'ariety
Fresh -Baked Breads • Cookies
Brewed Coffee • Our Own Dark, Rich Blend
Premium Ice Creams'
·
E,n In Or 'Dike Out

· Begins Sept. 17th

· . Located In Stillings Hall- Next to Stoke Hall
Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m./6:00 p.m.-mldnlght
Sunday 6:00 p.m.-mldnlght

.

r

large

1.95
1.95
2.25
2.25

Sub Roll. Pita Pocket. Bulkie Roll. White. Rye. Health Bread
Extra Cheese .40

_Tuesday - Promotional Nights -

.,

small

Glory Daz~ - The Place To Be ·
.

~••.v.-.VJll'.•,.••~-w.v .•.vN.w,h•,;.;,,..,.;;.•••;,.._.~.;;,..,._

.

..

.·

....************************************..******************..**********-Ht****************

yearbook.
:.
Granite
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winning
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The
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•
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•

is now accepting applicatio ns for the '
compensat ed positions:
·. following
~~~~-~R-iffim 111ffiR9~~--~f flffllliMiHimli ~ID~~~IR~Rfr i~
-chie p otograp er
-sports editor
-typists,photographers, layout artists, sales
.
.
. people, writers
•

l

...

r

!•
.a
:

\

)

'

is n~t necessary. ·We are looking for
iExperi~nce, although helpful,
and unique individuals to enhance an

. .!•energetic, creative,

.

,

.

.

.

.

/

in
·wild and t'alented 1989 staff. If\ yo_u 're interested
:already
. . ._
.
lf-:
valuable experience, see. Kate in the
gaining
in
and
J* havinR fun
.
.
Granite office, ,room 125 in the MUB, or ca~l,
i
862-1599
J
I

I

•

•

** .
••
••
•
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CLASSIFIED
. Helper for disabled person. $6.00/ hour,
no experience need.ed. Easy. work. Great
boss. Call Dar;i at 692-4764.

Language Requirement phobia? Try "Conn warm-u·p.
_versationa I French" for fLi _
. Register 9/13 MUB Mini course, 6 weeks.
$20,MW6:30-7:30.Casual.!

,

4 bedroom house in Somersworth on bt1s
route - must be seen - SJ:>-ntl~ss, newly

. Wanted: Killer avacado for dete~se against
crazed cultists. Apply at Room 305, Hacks
_H_al_l._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Domino's Pizza is now hiring both delivery
remodelled, fully applianced, washer &
dryer, carpeting. Partially fumished.
and insid~ personal. Flexible hours. Apply
$950.00 lease and security. No pets: 692at the .Durham Shopping Ceoter. 868-62;30.
3031.
.
· NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT CENTER
Female roommate to share beautiful 2
is hiring program assistants to provide
bedroom condo. in Newmarket. Fully
referral services, .community outreach,
furnished. Convenient Location. 285 & y2
plan and .advertise workshops. $5.00/hour
utilities. 659-7818.
to start. N'on-Traditidhal Students encouraged to apply. Call 862-2634 for more
information.
Modeiing: Photographer entering fashion
photo contest. He wins you win $1000.00.
He loses you win $100.00. Interested?. Call
926-~999
Students and Clubs to join the '88~'89
Stud~nt Travel Services' sales team. Earn
CASH and/or FREE wrnter and Spr.ing
Break vaca.tions . Travel with the best to
our exciting ski and sun destinations. For '
more information call 1-890-648-4849.

('<

For sale 13 inch Magnavox color TV $75.
Double-bed complete $100. 749-2847

OFFICE Workers Needed: Four college
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
$6:00 ·per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for
f0r. White.

Se.nsational Posters! Mind-boggling art.
Free catafog. T.E. Breitenbach, P.O. Box
538f., Altamont NY 12009
MacIntosh 512k enhanced with software:
microsoft word, excel spread.sheet & chart,
MacDraft-CAD, reflex - d_atabase $1300
·or best offer. 743-4771 - ·
F.or Sale: Dorm - Sized Frldge $75.00
Amana microwave $150.00 both brand new
& still in boxes. 868-3633
F~ll-sixe brass bed with box spring. $40.00
call 742-1937 after 4:30 p.m. (M-F)

Mature disabled person in search of
personal care attendant. Pay is $6.00/hour.
Hours flexible. Acc.essable to on student

.

BARTENDING
EARN EXTRA INCOME
CALL

MASTER

ORWRITE

TODAY
,~ FIE BRCXH.R:

I

IIART&NDER~ll""T SCHOOL .
84MANSIFEEI

~WMARl<ET, ~W HMf>SHRE 03857

~

• Floppy Disks
·• FAX Service
~ Resumes
··• Collating & Binding

659-3718

• Laser Typesetting
• Instant Passport Photos
• Stationery & _
Office Supplies

kinko•

the copy ceriter
-,51 Main Street_,, Durham

868-6322

I
I

I
I
I

;I

·

OH YEAH #6 Main, 1 guess Saturday night .
vras a LITTLE excess'f've. We should have STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOME- ,,
LESS -- Meets Thursd~ys at 7:00:. 9:00
stayed out of the punch uqtil all :ne guests
p.m. in Ham. Smith Room ·125·_Come make . I.
arrived. Next time, right?
J a differ-enc~.
·
Kristin K. and Judy P. thanks for helping
me overcome my BEER FE:VER on Sun .
night. I really appreciated it. What would
I do without you guys?? U;ive, W.
Feeling Cramped - need rnore room in,yciur
dorm?· We have Student Rates for Storage, of your personal belongs call 332-4234
To all the sisters of Delta Zeta, welcome
during day or &68-2779 after 6:00 p.m.
· back! Get psyched for _RUSH andfor a
fantastic semester. We'll have a blast!!

,

·

I

·

. ·. .
-- ;I

1,
1

·

I

.

I

-

.

.

,I

. I

L----------~---~-·.

Typing/wordprocessing term papers, -reLOFTS LOF.TS LOFTS. It is n0t too late to , ports, theses etc. all work guaranteed,
order lofts to be assembled in your dorm
prompt service 749-2968.
or apartments. Save room in your room
ATTENTION - FACUTLY, STUDENTS,
by using up wasted space. 868 -6100 We
AND CONSULT ANTS !!!Word Processstock so you can stuff. .
) · ing/Typing Service - Resumes, ManusSay bonehead. Why don) you order a loft
cripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing .
for your room? Save space and attract
Li~ts. Professional quality. IBM/Diabld
admirerers. I have one and I love-it. QualitY-,
equipment. Over nine years experience.
dependability, and 't hey don't cbst a lot.
Cal( Victoria Benn, 9:00 - 5:00 p.m., Monday
- Saturday, 749-1365.
Just call 868-6100. That number again 868. 6100.
Mi.JSIC LESSONS - recorder, voice, piano,

J

Buy one ·slice and get one· free. TGlf pizza
lunch at the Non-traditional Student Center,
1_:3_0._ __
Pettee H"0tise ,9/16, 11 :3tl - _

\

~EARN~~V1RT2Q ·

·wr1•·t e :,
·\I · ·. . . . I
Iett-e· rs· ,,,
t O '. th·e· 1.
I Editor!:

TYPING?WORD PROCESS'l'N({ professicmal quality. Spelling acc1,1racv guaranteed. Save yourself tim.e & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742"2037. ··

~~:;;~~~~~:,~~~:::~;,~~;~; ·.c KLSE,R~!~~E~~

s~nio r, wit_h a 2.5 GPA who wants a
. challenging position in a friendly, supportive
Motorcycle - 1-986 Honda 450 RebeL Black .. environment, apply to be a tutor/ counselor
1600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599. ', . at TASK, Booksto_re Parking l©t by Sept . .
Cail Keith at 433-3286.
_
15th.
.

.

i-------~----~--1

violin, lute. Private lessons and ensembles .
in .M,edieval, Baroque, Classical and dance
music for all levels and ages. Explore
sounds in Durnam with Persis Ensor 6592721
War'lt more space in your dorn:)? Store your.__
personal belongings at Specia-1 Student
Rates call 868-2779.

As ~ campus representative
you'll be respon~lble for placing
advertising materlals on bulletin
boards and w9rklng .on
marketing programs )or cll~nts , _
such as American Express,
Boston Ur,Jlverslty, Eurall, and
various m'ovle companies,
among others. Part-time wori<,
choose your own hours. , No
sales: Many' of out r~ps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, harpwori<lng, and a"blt' of•ar:1
entrepreneur', ca.II or write for .
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL. 60648

1 (800) 221-5942 or ·

,

.

(312) 847-6860

CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEA TILE
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WITH · ·

. Sonday Sept. II .
· 12 noon to 4:00 .·
·· .Place: East-West-Park ·
· (behind hoddleston) · ·.· ·,
.

.

.,

·.
rain location~---field house
.
.
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lUl m\ ID)@
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G@m\t@1r

pres ents

Ever ex
.
Logi tech
Colo rado Mem ory ·s ystem s
Jasm ine\
Seag ate
Curt is '-'Ruby"
Intel
Word Perfe ct 5.0 - DOS
Word Perfe ct 1.0.1 - Maci ntosh '·
·Excel 1.5 - Maci ntosh
.Lotu s 123
Supe rPain t 1.1
IBM -PC DOS
'-

... please, C011Je and check us out!!!
f

,

.._ __
_........
-- --....
·--- ........
-- -- -- -----_..._,_
--- --- -=
-- ==
y ,===

-- -- -- --~
~

. LENDER CODE

8 ·2 687 8
. C.
WASI-n NGTON , D_

ERIES
1958

·

~

Cl,, · /-)-.

J-

,y.

Get college cash, fast and easy.
If financing your education is taking a bigger bite out of your school savings

than expected, Citibank could be the-answer for you. We have three different
loans to help along the way - all easy to apply for, and fast to give you results.
Stafford Student Loans, SLS, and PWS loans. For an application, call l-800. 692-8200 Operator 515 or see your Financial Aid Administrator on campus,
today. Be sure to fill in Citibank's Lender Code 826878 on your application.
)

CITIBAN<O®
A CITICOl<PCOMPANY

-~ Major In Student Loans
regulations. Proceeds must be used for authorized
All Citibank Student Loans are made In accordance with applicable program
educational expenses In accordance with four appllcatlon. ·

-#71£

' .31~ -
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1988 .· Wild cat Fall Athle tic SC:he dule·

··········~·········· ·······•·• •··············:·····
. ······················ ···········~---····· ·····
.~························· ~·······1···················!··············WOMEN'S
MEN'S TENNIS
:
X-COUNTRY
\

FOOTBALL

.: -

...
....•.

Sept 10 at Colgate 1:00
17 CONNECTICUT 1:00
24 at Maine I :00
Oct 1 DELEWARE 1:00
8 at Richmond 1:00
~5 at William & Mary 1:00
~2 NORTHEASTERN 1:00
29 at Boston Univ. 1:00
t:-lpv 5 VILLANOVA 1:00
12 at Rhode Island 1:00
19 MASSACHUSETTS 1:00

!'

Sept 10 at Holy Cross 12:30
17 at Dartmouth TBA
Oct 1 at Rutgers 12: 15
7 U of MAINE 3:30
14 at Connecticut
w/ Providence 4:00
22 at Massachusetts

Sept 14 at Massachusetts 3:00
16 U of Maine 3:00
23-24 ECAC Championship at Albany State TBA
30lJ of CONNECTICUT 3:00
Oct 11 at Boston Univ. 3:00
21 UNIV. OF VERMONT 3:00
- 28-29 North Atlantic Conf
at Burlington, VT TBA

at

.

.

.. •··············~·········:·················~·······:..
.......... ~···················· ······················ ·~~············•!•• ·············•i••···· ··················•·)•
~

MEN'S X-COUNTRY

3:30
Sept 7 CENTRf\L\ CONN
.
10 U of RHODE ISLAND 2:00
14 at Massachusetts 3:00
2:00
. 17 at Providence
21 at Keene State 3:00
- 24 BOSTON COLLEGE 2:00
- 27 PLYMOUTH STATE 3:00
30 U of MAINE 3:00 .
Oct 5 BABSON 3:00
8 at Vermont 1:30
· 12 at Dartmouth 3:30
15 HARTFORD 2:00
18 at Boston U 7:00
24 NORTHEASTERN 3:00

-- ....
..
'i.

.
.
·:

...
....
....
....
.
.....
.....
..

!•

..
-~
...

WOMEN'S TENNIS

.

.

.:.

.

.

Sept io VERMONT 1:00
16 UNIV. OF MAINE 3:00
19 at Bowdoin 3·:30
23 at Massachusetts 3:00
26 HARVARD 3:00
28 at Central Conn 3:00
Oct 1 at Tufts 1:00
4 at Providence 3:30
6 DARTMOUTH 3:30
8 at URI 1:00
10 at Colby 3:30
15-16 Seaboard Conferen(:e
Champ. at Vermont TBA
18 CONNECTICUT 3:30

Sept 10 Can-Am Invit
,at Bates 10:00
16 CONN/PROVIDEN CE 3:30
23 U of RHODE ISLAND 4:30
Oct 1 at Tufts
w/ Central Conn 1:00
7 U of MAINE 4:00
15 EASTERNS 1:00 ·
22 North Atlantic Conf at Carrisius TBA
28 New -Englands at FrankHn Park TBA
Nov 12 ICM's at Waverly Park
. Stamford, CT TBA
21 NCAA Championships··
at Iowa State TBA

...•

..

'

.

:

··············~··························· ..................... ..................... ......... .
~--~~----•··~······~·-·~······························;········~······~·
...
..
FIELD HOCMEY .
GOLF
_WOMEN'S SOCCER

.

..
.

.

~

;

....:
....

..-•

'

Sept 9 GREEN MTN. COLLEGE 3:30
11 William & Mary* 12:00
17 at St Anselm 1:30
20 at Harvard 3:00
24 U of RHODE ISLAND 2:00
27 at Boston College 7:00
Oct 1 at Providence 12:00
· 4 at Massachusetts 3:00
8 at Vermont 1:00
11 CONNECTICUT 3:00
15 at Virginia 1:00
19 HARTFORD 3:00
22 at Yale 2:00
26 HOLY CROSS 3:00
29 Villan<;>va# 11:00
"30 KEENE STATE COLL +:00
Nov 1 at Dartmouth 2:30
* - at Ha_rtford
# - at Holy Cross

...
.:.

\

)-

.

Sept -11 Virginia* 11:30
14 at Vermont 3:30
17 North Carolina# 1:00
22 Northeastern* 1:00
27 BROWN 3:30
Oct 1 Old Dominion@ 7:00
5 Boston University 7:00 _
8 CONNECTICUT 1:00
12 at Dartmouth 3:30
15 at Massachusetts 12:00
20 at Holy Cross ·3:00
22 PENN STATE 12:00
25 at Springfield 7:30
27 BOSTON COLLEGE 3:00
29 MAINE 1:00
Nov 1 NORTHEASTERN 2:30
. 3 PROVIDENCE 2:30
- * - at Boston College
# - at Northeastern
@ - at Springfield College

Sept 8-11 at West Point Inv
r1:00
13 URI/ NU/HOLY CROSS
1:00
16-17 at Bowdoin lnvit TBA
. 19 ST ANSELM/BOWDO IN/ MERRIMACK 1:00
24 North Atlantic
Conf at Colgate TBA
27 DARTMOUTH/ BC/
PROVIDI;:NCE 1:00
29 at URI w/UConn 1:00
Oct 2-3 T osky Inv at MASS -

...
..
'•.

.

TBA
6 ECAC NORTH. N.E.
Qual at Orono,ME TBA
8-9 at Dartmouth Inv TBA
11-12 New England Champ
TBA
16-17 ECAC Championships
at Hershey, PA TBA
*All home matches· at Portsmouth
Country Club
.
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Ch eer lea de rs
ar e ch am pio ns
By Rich D'Avolio
the University of Miami before
began to help out the UNH
·be
sports
fall
our
summer
This
teams were not the only ones squad. This' is the first time
-practicing early for their upcom- UNH has even had a head coach.
ing seasons. The UNH football In the past the captains were
cheerlea d.ing squad was com- · responsib le for the leadershi p
petiting and practicin g new and co'aching of the team.
Coach MuHigan' is trying to
cheers at the National Cheerthe image of the UNH
change
held
leading Associations camp
cheerleading squad. He has t~e
on the campus ofBU.
The squad,,_w ent to this camp girls on a three day a week
without any previous practice running and weightlif ting proand by the end of the ·week they gram in preparat ion for the
had improved so much that they season.
actually won the the final comTri-capta 1n Michelle Moorpetition'. They now will be adian feels as though the team
represen ting all of New Eng- is taking a much more serious
land at the Nationals in Dallas, approach tO' cheering than in _
Texas the day after Christmas.
the past. "We are looking to
This victory by the squad is change ou'.r 'image and be ·more
some what of a cinderalla story. · well liked."
The team· finished first out of
This fall Mooradi; n says, "We .
13 teams at the camp and-_this .
expecting to get the crowd
are
the
at
ce
appearan
· was their first
with
NCAA sponsore d event. Many more involved in the game,
new
of
lot
a
cheers,
new
of
lot
a
been
have
teams
of the other
enthusimore
and
steps
dance
preparin g for this camp and
·most of them had been there . asm."
several times before. UNH was
The women need to raise ·
· definitely the hea·vy underdog.
14,000 dollars for their trip to ,
To make this victory even Dallas.'T exas, ,w here they will
more unbeliev able the"UNH compete against teams from all
cheerlead ing squad had 'to pay over the country. One fund .
for most of the expenses ·as their. taise·r the team is trying to get
. budget is only 500 dollars. Most u.nderway is a high school cheerof the other schools at.. the event ing camp held by our UNH
'
have cheerlea ding budgets squad.
which are more than double that
. The national s will be teleof UNH.
Much of the credit for this vised by ESPN. The squad will
surprisin g victory has to go to apprecia te all of your support
volunteer coach Dan Mullig~n. .;~~_they. prepare for the .compeon.
Dan cheered for four years at_ . .tltl_
'.
~

represent
The New Hampshire cheerleading squad is the New England champi~n a~d wilJ
·
·
pbato)
i«arooe
<Bnoit
the reKion at the national championships this winter

La te su mm er , ftlr cr ew
By Mike Stinson ·
The things that happene d
while we were away. No, the
Universi ty has not sil~ntly
passed new restrictio ns on
campus life. What happene d
were two remarka ble performances by ·t he UNH crew_team.
When we last heard of the'
crew team they had just captured -the Division_ II New. England
Championships. Since that time
the ·squad has gone on to even
. _·
further success. ..
After the New Englands the crew. team se't their sights on
the Dad Vails, the Division II
national champion ships. Upon
arriving in Philadel phia the
team wasted no time in impressing its opponen ts. The varsity
placed third while the junior
varsity eight :flew through the
water on route to a first place
finish. As if that w€re not

\

enough, the freshman novice
eight . and four . squads also .
posted victories.
Not content to sit back on
those performances, UNH ·sent
the varsity and junior varsity
eight's to the-Divisi_o n I national
champio nships. The Intercollegiate Rowing Associati on
regatta (IRA) gave the top
.crews in the country a chance
· to see what the 'Cats could do.
Althoug h New Hampsh ire
did not post a victory, they did
very well against some tough .
opponent s. The team managed
to get into the petite finals, for
boats ranked sev"e nth through
twelfth, and came away with the
varsity finishing thirteenth and
junior ·varsity placing eleventh.

·.

.

,:

.

'\Vile had gotten complac ent
wilh that (Division II) level of
·c ompetit ion/' he said. "The
athletes were · a Jittle over.,.
whelmed by how they race at
the Division I level.'.' Hopefully,
the experien ce will make the
team even stronger this year.
While · the school year is
. young, the :UNH _c'!e_w team is ·
already-h ard at work. The squad
will train this fall and compete
in three 3-mile races before
heading inside for the winter. .

Action starts October 16 in
Manches ter at the Numeric a's
Cup regatta. This will be followed by the Head of the Charles regatta on October 23 and
the Dartmou th Invitation al on
Novemb er 6. Keep on eye on
fall if you
Coach Chris Allsopp felt the -- the crew team this
to keep
chance
the
like
would
at
ion
competit
of
higher level
program. .
successful
very
a
of
track
·
the IRAs surprise d the crew.

The UNH crew team showed its stuff ;t
_ II national champio nships last-May. (File photo)

FOOT BALL

has been doing at tail back.
(continue d from page 28)
Defen-sive tackle Geoff Aleva ·
right into a conferen ce game has made a favorable impressio n
on the ''big guy" as have freshfor an opener.
Coach Bowes mention ed a - men Mike Gallaghe r and John
number ~f athletes who he feels Perry.
All and all, this promises to
have had excellent fall camps.
He cares about his players a be a very good game for · a
great deal and wan~s to see that - number of reasons. Both teams ~
they get credit for their efforts. will be using rookie linemen
Coach is especially pleased.with who are bound to improve from
. the "vastly improved" way Rod the experien ce and both have
Spittel has been blocking this· time to "find out what needs
fall camp. He also comment ed fixing" before the heart of their
on the great job Tqdd_yrbanik respective schedules begit}.

..i••·············· ..···························•..
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· Fol low the 'Cats
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: The Blue Devils could not out maneuver the 'Cats as UNH took a 2-1 victory
: · (Ronit Larone phgto}
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~

Me n's Soc cer vic tori ous in ove rtim e
By John Dubois
with all the back and forth
The men's soccer team ex- action. The action was abruptly
tended their winning streak to stopped however when a scuffel'.'
three games even though this broke out between Brian Marwas their first _game of th e coux of Connecticut and UNH
season. Last year the 'Gats ended sensation Joe Almasian. Both
their season with two wins, and of the participants were disqualWenesday against Central Con- ified for one game.
necticut they added another big
This stoppage of play S'eemed
win to it.
. to rattle the 'Cats. Sean Griffin
them pay
The team looked very impres- of Connecticut made
left in
inutes
m
12
about
with
sive in the early stages of the
in and
game. Their work paid off at the game when he walked
deflection.
a
of
ofi
scored
the 5 :40 mark of the first half
when Scott Brennan put in his .
The horn sounded for the end
first goal of the season to put of the game and the 'Cats headed
the 'Cats up by one. Three into overtime. Eight minutes
minutes later it looked as though · later Scott Brennan scored his
they would add to their lead but second goal for the game
the hot action in front of the winner. Brennan broke free
Devils net was quickly cooled_ from midfield with some fancy
off with sever.rl heartbreakin g footwork and blasted a drive
saves by Connecticut goalie past the Devil's goal keeper.
·, .
Marc Cytron.
After the game UNH head
At the end of the first half coach Ted Garber had this fo
·the 'Cats remained on top with say, "We beat a great team and
a very slim 1-0 lead over the Blue _it is unbelievable to beat them".
Central Connecticut came to
Devils. During the intermission Durham for a win but as Scott
both coaches gave their different Brennan said "We waoted ·this
styles of pep talks and basically
tried to get the tearris to put the win and we got it".
T~e 'Cats played ~ell enough
ball in the twine a little more
wrn but coach Garber feels ·
to
often.
UNH's Scott Brennan attac~s the ball during his two goal performance against Central Connectici;t
th
at th ey' can only get better.
When the horn sounded for
.
.
.
Wednesday. (Ronit Larone photo)
the second half the action began If p_layers like Shawn 'Day and
just where it had left off The - C_ratg St reng keep contributing
game resembled the U.S. Open ·· h~ rd :work, we are i.n fo:t a great '
season.

""'F

UN H .rea dy for Col gat e

of fact all the starters will be
The endless scrimmages and ready to play this Saturday.
training are ready to ~e p~t to · Curtis Olds, Chris Braune, Frank
·m ight
the test. All the planning and Maguire and Fred Huth
out . ·
practice will finally reveal itself. -be a little rusty after_being
ready
be
will
they
but
awhile
for
Tomorrow the UNH Wildcats
take to the gridiron for the to play as of now.
UNH's defensive line is
opener of th~ 1988 season.
but has yet to face its
settled
··
This Saturdays game should
of fire. It is a good thing
baptism
according
one
be a very close
is matched up against ·
D-line
the
to head coach Bill Bowes. Both.
line that also has
offensive
an
records
similar
very
teams had
It should
experience.
little
very
last season (UNH was 7-3 while
testing
the_
for
game
be~.sood
record)
7-4
a
managed
Colgate
-and both were impacted by the of Both teams respecttve vulgraduation of a number of key nerabilities. No one can determine how these two opposing
-individuals. ·
Colgate lost "all everything" · lines will play but their relative
the
tailback Tim Gamble to th~ performances should decide
pro's and four of the five start- outcome of the game.
Coach Bowes feels the teams
ing ·offensive linemen. They also
the
lost their starting tight end and · are so evenly matched that
fewest
the
makes
who
one
effect,
In
_two qµality receivers.
Colgate will have a new and mistakes will win. UNH must
untested offense. This doesn't avoid turning over the ball while
necessarily mean that the Red Colgate must keep UNH's of· Raiders will be inept on the fense off the field. With Jean's
·-offensive side of the ball. Coach starting receiver corps back in
Bowes feels that they have a very action it would certainly benefit
good passing attack and enough Colgate to keep them on the
off as the Wildcat grid i ron squad
talent t~ continue with' their bench (if that can be done) and It is now time to find out if a,11 the hard work bas payed
d
inexperience
an
on
away
pound
photo)
(File
Colgate.
of
Raiders
Red
t~e
against
takes the field Saturday
fearsome running game.
. The real strength of the Red defensive line. Of course, the
Raiders is in their defense. D-line may shine and then -the
Seven starters return to a D that Red Raiders will have a real
held its opponents to les.s then problem on .their hands.
This game should provide the
100 yards rushing per game.
this team will need
experience
plays
Please realize that Colgate
teams like·Army, Syracuse and for the tough conference games
Holy Cross so their defensive that will be coming up. Next
prowess is not to be underes- week UNH plays C~:mnecticut
timated. Coach Bowes feels the and then three more conference
defensive backfield of Colgate games in a row. No one ever said
is especially strong and should life was going to be easy in the
Yankee Conference, but at least
test UNH' s big play offense.
Jon Dana (UNH head athletic this team doesn't have to jump
trainer) has done an exceptional
job of repairing ·all the various --L FOOT BALL p.21 _.:_
injuries that had pla.gued the
team durin_g ff1,ll camp. In point

By G. R Elder
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